
Timestamp First Name: Last Name: Magisterial District:  Your written comments for the October 22 work session:

Oct. 8, 20 -- 8:21: AM Lisa Cook Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

Virtual learning is going great, especially with independently formed cohorts.  Please focus on using 

what resources and buildings you have to safely return your youngest and most in need students 

first.  To be clear, we support continuing with all virtual format at the middle and high school level.  

Oct. 8, 20 -- 8:49: AM Mackenzie Martin Varina District - Alicia 

S. Atkins

After seeing the survey proposed to staff, and hearing from parents about the survey for students, I 

am incredibly disappointed to hear how the priorities for HCPS do not include the safety or well-

being of their staff. To risk teachers, custodians, administration, and students' lives for the sake of 

returning to in-person is ridiculous, and makes me suspect that safety is not the primary concern for 

those within the HCPS community. I'm left wondering if I have to consider risking my life, or 

resigning, due to a community that seems to favor budgeting costs instead of actual people. 

Teachers and school staff should be extended the same options and privileges as students when it 

comes to working virtually. To force choosing life over work on so many workers is abhorrent, and 

irresponsible, especially when so many proposing these ideas are attempting to display toxic 

positivity about our current educational climate. Telling us to practice "self-care" while 

simultaneously tying our hands behind our backs is hypocritical, cruel, and unjust to the thousands 

of workers who already put so much on the line for their students. I ask that the School Board really 

reconsider the options and testaments they set forth from now on, as it may cost them a multitude 

of wonderful HCPS staff who would rather keep their health/sanity over appeasing a community 

who has not had their best interests as heart. Teachers should have a choice above all else, as we 

are putting our resources, lives, and energy on the line for these students, no matter their 

conditions.  

Oct. 8, 20 -- 9:25: AM Kristen Baker Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I am a supporter of virtual learning.  My concern is virtual learners should not be disadvantaged to 

in-person learners.  Virtual learners should have the same amount of in person "screen" or "face 

time" as the in person learners. 

Oct. 8, 20 -- 12:17: PM Elizabeth Stearns Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

The families calling for F2F option “choice” are the ones who already have a choice. So many 

Henrico families have no health insurance, live in close quarters or doubled up, parents who work 

domestic labor or hourly wage jobs without protections, and they aren’t the ones calling for F2F. 

The loudest voices here are coming from a minority opinion, and those at highest risk/disadvantage 

struggle to effectively advocate for themselves. We must be sure no Henrico families are left 

behind.
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Oct. 8, 20 -- 12:43: PM Jane Savoca Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

The school board voted to retain historian Douglas Freeman’s name on the high school with no 

public input.  Discussion of the name was dramatically different from the mascot process which 

took months and provided the community several opportunities to comment.  I am writing to ask 

you to revisit the name discussion.  Douglas Freeman was not just a Pulitzer prize winning 

historian.  It is now universally acknowledged that his biography of Lee is a prime example of Lost 

Cause history:  an attempt to recast the narrative of the war to make it not about the institution of 

slavery but about states’ rights.  Lost cause history is the scaffolding upon which the Jim Crow 

system was built.  Furthermore, Freeman leveraged his legitimacy as a historian to advocate for 

continued segregation.  The specter of integration hung over Richmond in Freeman’s final years.  

In short, the name and the mascot are inextricably linked.  Freeman romanticized and celebrated 

the confederacy to the detriment of society and history.  Aligning that name with the rebels mascot 

just illustrates that county officials understood who he was when they put his name on the building.  

Governor Northam asked school boards to examine the names on these buildings.  Your review of 

the Freeman name issue was brief, incomplete, and not thoughtful.  Names matter, especially for 

students of color and students of conscience.

Oct. 8, 20 -- 2:42: PM Deborah Hayden M Ed Fairfield District - 

Roscoe D. Cooper, III, 

I work in the Fairfield 

District

At the present moment I feel virtual learning has been going great. I am seeing more of my 

students on a regular bases then I did when we were all on campus. They are more engaged 

because they don't have the pressure of their peers staring at them and they are keeping up with 

their work. I feel to disrupt this flow in such a short time as they have finally gotten use to being 

virtual would do more harm than good and not to mention I feel it is completely unsafe and do not 

see how we could make it safe for all stakeholders involved.  I also feel the staff survey didn't take 

consideration of the teacher's safety when it was written and sent out. All of the options seem to put 

us in a rock and hard place to where it seems we are dang if we do and dang if we don't. For me I 

have 2 medical disabilities and I am taking care of my mother who is going through Chemotherapy 

and after just burying my Daddy I am not comfortable at all putting my mother or my life and our 

health at risk.
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Oct. 9, 20 -- 9:07: AM Sarah Evans Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I’m writing in support of staying virtual for the second nine-weeks. The teachers and students are finally hitting 

their stride and most are doing amazing. If this isn’t possible, I’d like to discuss two areas: accurate data and 

teacher lives. Please double check any data you are receiving for accuracy, before making your decisions. 

For example, the Maybeury principal sent a parent survey asking how distance learning was going. However, 

that survey is rendered useless because of implicit bias; there were zero answer choices that were positive. 

The answer choices were: Concerned but functioning well, Overwhelmed and Stressed, Disheartened, or 

His/Her outlook changes every day. You’ll note that each choice is negative or stressful and he conveniently 

left off any choice that shows distance learning in a positive manner. Since it was a required question, 

Maybeury Elementary now has skewed data that distance learning is not working for the entire school. We are 

very concerned with the duplicitous nature of data collection and wonder if the figures you look at are even 

accurate.  Secondly, demanding teachers come back into the classroom and teach face-to-face for seven 

plus hours a day is sending a message that students’ education trumps teachers’ lives. Insisting that these 

same teachers come do a “front-line, essential worker” job in the middle of a pandemic, without hazard pay 

(or even a raise) and instituting ridiculous policies like lunch in the classroom with 24 masks off for half an 

hour is egregious, and a callous abuse of power. The additional ask of having your employees teach both 

face-to- face and virtually simultaneously is so disrespectful that I can not even believe you have that on the 

table as an option. It’s extremely far from a best practice in education, and you know that, but yet still ask that 

the teachers do two full-time simultaneous jobs. It’s also a huge disservice to those students who choose 

distance learning as you also know that the teacher will naturally, and without thinking, help those students in 

the room first. The teacher survey you sent out that requires teachers to either choose to come teach in a 

dangerous pandemic or choose an option like quit, FLMA, retire, etc makes me ashamed for HCPS’ 

leadership. You can do better. You should start by doing better by your teachers, because if you have no 

quality teachers left your students shall perish academically.
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Oct. 9, 20 -- 9:47: PM JULZ SUDER Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I really love my job and I can't wait to be back in the school with students. I miss them and my co-

workers so much. However, I don't think it is safe for students and staff to be in the school building 

all together for extended time together yet. We are embarking on cold and flu season which will 

probably be worse since people's immune systems are not as strong as they were when we were 

around more people and germs. When students or staff show symptoms it needs to be assumed 

the have Covid-19. This will create fear for our students, many who already have backgrounds that 

involve trauma. When our teachers have been exposed then they will need to stay home and 

quarantine and subs are hard to get for many of our schools before we went virtual. By going back 

to school face to face we are potentially exposing our students and staff to a deadly virus daily.   

Our county has put a lot of resources toward making virtual learning possible and while it is not 

ideal, teachers and students are making great progress. As, an ILC, I am so impressed the amount 

of quick progress our teachers and students have made to make virtual leaning work for them. 

They are in a groove and things are smoothing out, connections and relationship are being made. 

Why make a change now when it isn't safe, putting our lives at stake and running the risk of 

sending us all back to virtual learning anyhow if the cases rise. We say students need consistency 

all the time and this will be the opposite of that. Please give us until the end of the semester when 

flu season is over and when we are closer to a vaccine.
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Oct. 9, 20 -- 9:50: PM Erin Sorkin Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I am highly concerned that the pace of this decision is being influenced more by pressure from 

parents who can yell the loudest and not by science and best practice.  I write this as an early 

childhood educator who is currently teaching children in a face to face setting, and as a mother of 3 

anxious children, all of whom are thriving in the virtual setting. I know this is not the case for many 

kids, but virtual school has been a godsend for mine. They’re participating more frequently and I 

haven’t had to drag them out of bed every day. I love that they have more freedom and 

independence and I feel like they do too. I love that they can turn off their camera for a minute 

when they need to or get up and walk around to stretch their legs during independent work time. 

They seem more themselves and comfortable than usual. Obviously we all understand the cons, 

but for children like mine there have been many pros.   In the current situation, in-person school 

would be traumatizing for them, as it would be for many anxious students. I will be forced to pull 

them all out and homeschool, which is gut-wrenching because we love our school community at 

Greenwood ES.   I know the pressure you’re under and I know you’re facing an impossible 

situation. There are no easy answers, but I do know this. I would rather you put the needs of your 

teachers above the needs of my children. They are the key to my children’s success or failure, 

whether it is via a chromebook or behind a plexiglass partition. I am heartbroken for those teachers 

who feel they have been belittled or devalued in the times where they are our absolute God-given 

heroes.  Please listen to them, respect them, and retain them. We need them if we are to weather 

the months (and hopefully not years) ahead. Thank you for your thoughtful consideration to this life 

or death decision.  

Oct. 9, 20 -- 9:54: PM Marlene Otto Chamberlayne 

Elementary

Please consider the health and well-being of the teachers, staff, students, and greater community 

and stay predominantly virtual. Infection rates are rising. Why would you even consider going back 

to in person instruction and risking the health and lives of our children and their teachers? It would 

be irresponsible and unconscionable.
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Oct. 10, 20 -- 7:07: PM Portia Chan Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Dear Ms. Ogburn,   First and foremost, I hope you are doing well and staying safe, healthy, and well 

during this time of pandemics. I also want to say thank you to you, your colleagues, school 

administrators, staff, and teachers for all that you are doing. It is all so deeply appreciated.  As a 

parent in your district, we have indicated our preference for remote, virtual learning at this time. As 

much as we truly want to see our teachers and the staff at our school face-to-face and in-person 

again, there are other factors that moved us to make this decision.   For us, our school is in walking 

distance of our home, so our school is like an anchor to our diverse neighborhood and community. 

We love this! And because of this love, we present these as factors to consider during your 

meeting about safely returning school during the second quarter:  1. There are no PPE’s for racism. 

As an AAPI parent, I have been concerned and frightened when I hear about aggressive acts 

towards members of our community who have been attacked or made into scapegoats for COVID-

19. I have been told of incidents where AAPI students were subject to verbal taunts because of 

this. Sometimes it was reported, and, at other times, it was not.  2. The virtual learning format has 

been a saving grace for some students who cope with anxiety. I have witnessed this firsthand, and 

my heart is warmed. At this time, cases of anxiety have increased. Some struggled with anxiety 

prior to the pandemic, and others are challenged by it as an effect of the virus, as well as the 

pandemic of racism. The virtual format allows some students who have the heart to learn but lack 

the courage to participate to interact from the safety of home.   3. I have noticed an increasing 

division over the question of when to return to school. While my preference is for school to remain 

virtual, I understand that other members of our HCPS community prefer to be back in school. I 

respect their reasons, as some of them are my friends. I hope that we can converge in our shared 

goals of keeping our communities safer during this time. We cannot be fully safe right now, but we 

can make decisions together to be safer.   As much as you are here for us, we are here for you, 

too. I can offer resources that might help, which I will send by email.

Sincerely,

Portia Chan
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Oct. 10, 20 -- 9:24: PM Nancy McGuigan Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn, 

Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

It is my humble opinion that given light at how dangerous this virus is and how easily it is spread we 

should hold off until after the first week of January to gradually open schools.  Given recent events 

at the White House, what we know about this virus, lack of testing and just the nature of youth, and 

fluctuating virus positivity rates in VA as well as the metro area (low to high which indicate to me 

serious discrepancies in reporting), and flu season, we need to remain virtual until after winter 

break. In Addition it just doesn’t make sense to return to a chopped up 22 day period with a super 

spreader event (Thanksgiving) after the first 7. I can’t imagine you would want to risk serious 

spread of COVID19 in our community via close contact in school to students, their families, staff 

and their families, and heaven forbid a tragedy like what happened to Julie Davis a third-grade 

teacher at Northwood Elementary School in North Carolina who died just the other day, days after 

testing positive for Covid-19 and while her students were quarantined as a result of exposure. 

Would you really want this on your conscience?

Oct. 11, 20 -- 2:47: PM Ashley Cullen Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Please let families have a choice to send our children F2F. We are having a horrible time with 

virtual. My children need to be back in class. I understand school will look/be different. I understand 

teachers might change. We are ok with all of that. Please give families a choice

Oct. 11, 20 -- 3:01: PM Deb Harper Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Our teachers In HCPS are not getting the support they deserve. They give everything they have to 

teach our children. For many teaching is a calling, not just a job. Their jobs are absolutely essential 

and they should be treated as such. They are being asked to do the impossible with in person 

learning or a hybrid model. Teachers across the county have tuned out the negative and angry 

voices and have proven they can make virtual learning work. Having to pick your paycheck over 

your health is unacceptable. Continuing with virtual learning the second 9 weeks will be the safest 

option. I hope you’re listening to the needs of your teachers and your community! Thank you for 

your time.
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Oct. 11, 20 -- 3:58: PM Teresa Cole Live in Richmond, 

work in Tuckahoe 

District

This past two weeks have been the hardest of my life. Deciding what to put first - my partner and kids...or my 

job. But what’s been even harder is spending every day of the last two weeks fielding calls from my teachers 

filled with anxiety and fear as they battle with the same decision - family or job. I’ve listened to my teachers 

plea with me and our principal to help, to do something, to fight for them while the folks at the top make 

decisions that will have long term negative effects on the people they should value most - their employees. 

And I’m heartbroken. I’m heartbroken for my teachers, and their families, and our students...that their lives are 

being put out there in a pandemic over politics. We need to do what’s right as a county and follow the science. 

And we need to prove we value our teachers because without them, we are unable to serve our students. 

Cases are rising nationwide. As of today, we are up 12% from yesterday. Hanover - Meeting in person - is the 

highest rate in the region. New Kent - also in person - has rising and concerning rates. RPS, while totally 

virtual for the first semester - reports daily cases and just reported their first Covid death of a transportation 

worker. I’m concerned that HCPS has not had these daily alerts from our Super the way Kamras has sent his. 

I’m concerned we don’t have the full picture. I’m even more concerned that we are rushing this because of a 

small group of vocal people who somehow, even after 200k deaths, continue to think this is a hoax. The 

school I’m in is 50 years old. I’ve heard CO maintenance folks come in and say we don’t have a mold problem 

while in literally holding a band instrument covered in mold. I’ve heard them say we don’t have an HVAC issue 

while we have HVAC units literally dripping down the walls in some classrooms. If we can’t ensure this is done 

safely, we can’t risk the lives of teachers, staff and students - and inevitably the loved ones they take this 

home too, just to appease the folks who don’t believe that Covid is real and want to force us all back.   Virtual 

isn’t ideal. But our teachers are inspiring. They are making it work. The support staff is busting their butts to 

make sure no kid is slipping through. I contacted 154 families who aren’t native English speakers on Friday 

alone to make sure that everyone in our community is informed and supported. Schools can do this virtually. 

We are doing it.   Please stay virtual until we can ensure a SAFE return for all.
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Oct. 11, 20 -- 4:22: PM Rob Whitehead Varina District - Alicia 

S. Atkins

As a teacher in the county, I am very concerned that we are being rushed back into the building. Is 

this because surrounding counties have returned or are planning to return to in person instruction? 

Is there a political agenda being pursued here? 

My additional concerns:  1. My building does not have a filtration system that will pull an airborne 

virus out of the air.  2. I do not think it will be physically possible to properly arrange 25 or more 

students in my classroom so that the recommended social distancing guidelines are maintained.   

3. How will the mask wearing requirement be monitored and enforced?  4. The current plan is for 

students to eat a 30 min. lunch in the classroom with the teacher. During this 30 min. lunch block, 

the 20-30 students in my room will all be without a mask, so this is clearly an exposure risk for all of 

us.   5. The CDC estimates that between 16% and 45% of children who are positive for the virus 

and contagious may present as asymptomatic, so no screening regimen will help us to identify and 

isolate those students.   6. Teachers are not being given any options other than return or retire or 

resign unless they are medically at risk. What about teachers who have family members who are at 

high risk?   7. Will the in person and virtual students all be instructed by the same teacher? How is 

that going to work?  8. I think some form of hybrid or incremental return to in person instruction 

makes much more sense than a jump to 5 day in person school following full virtual instruction.
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Oct. 11, 20 -- 4:40: PM Audrina Farrar Educator in the District I am very concerned about the possible return to school in November. As an educator in the 

district, I was looking forward to the survey to be able to express my thoughts about what plan the 

county would adopt. The survey was not a survey, but an intent form. After a downward trajectory, 

as of this week COVID cases are beginning to rise and are projected to rise throughout the fall and 

winter months. People are beginning to get careless and are congregating in groups. In addition, 

the CDC has updated information about how COVID has spread to include that it can infect beyond 

6 foot social distancing and is also spread through airborne transmission. There are studies from 

India that suggest that children are superspreaders because they tend to be more asymptomatic 

than adults. We will have students in the classroom together all day that will be eating lunch in the 

classroom without masks, which is dangerous. One of our neighboring counties, Hanover, has 

reopened schools and has seen a rise in COVID cases in their schools and community. If we 

reopen, we are going to see the same situation, and it may be worse because Henrico has a much 

denser population than Hanover. Students, staff, and families are beginning to adjust to virtual 

learning and then we will quickly have to pivot again. As an educator, I'm concerned about the 

possibility of having to teach students in person and virtually simultaneously. We are already 

stretched (and vastly underpaid). This is going to drive even more credentialed and passionate 

teachers away. Of course, I am also worried about my health and the health of my family members. 

In conclusion, I do not see any reason why would we should rush to "get back to normal" in such 

exceptional times. We should not be having this discussion about reopening until the second 

semester, when we will have more time and information under our belt to have a better picture of 

how to do it safely.

Oct. 11, 20 -- 5:02: PM Maryse Eubank Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Thank you very much for your attention to the need to update the current schedule for secondary 

students. The time spent in front of a computer in isolation from others is much too lengthy. 

Students need interaction with others first and foremost, but if that is not possible we must be 

flexible in our approach to teach them. Teachers need to limit the number of computer-based 

assignments. Assign books to read. Provide textbooks and do reading checks. While it is important 

to lessen the length of the school day, it must be acknowledged that if it is shortened and teachers 

simply assign computer-based homework, nothing is improved.
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Oct. 11, 20 -- 5:22: PM Casey Browning Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

Hello, I would like to express my concern for going back to school in person in any form. As a 

teacher my concern isn't only for my students or myself. I have an 81 year old mother. If we were 

made to go back for in-person instruction I would not be able to visit her because I would be afraid 

that my exposure to so many people would cause her harm. Some of us have colleagues that are 

positive for Covid-19 right now. If we had been in the building who knows how many students, 

teachers, parents, guardians, and others would have been infected. We are about to enter cold and 

flu season and the holidays are approaching. People will begin traveling and meeting in larger 

groups to be with family. These factors make me feel uneasy about returning to in-person 

instruction. I do not think we should return to school until after the new year at least. Since we may 

have different leadership in the nation after the election we should wait to make this important 

decision.

Oct. 11, 20 -- 7:22: PM Jaime Tonello Fairfield District - 

Roscoe D. Cooper, III

Please consider to keep our school all virtual for the next 9 weeks. Our students have adapted beautifully to 

virtual. I am a mom of 4 kids who attend schools at Holladay ES, Brookland MS, and Highland Springs HS. I 

am also a teacher at Holladay ES. Our children have endured a lot of trauma surrounding the affects of 

COVID. I plea that you do not add to this trauma by placing kids in schools wearing masks all day, confined to 

their desks, in their classrooms. I know that my children will be heartbroken and definitely affected if the next 9 

weeks they do not have their teacher, but need to build a new relationship with a teacher. As a teacher, I 

know that I cannot effectively teach online students and in person students at the same time. I have spent 

countless hours this summer preparing for virtual learning. I have attended all the required trainings through 

HCPS, in addition to trainings I sought out so I can be the best for my students. This is my 20th year in 

education, I have never worked so hard to help students to be successful during this tumultuous time. I worry 

about the effects on the students. My own children have not attended any public events, inside or outside, 

since March. I don't want them exposed. I worry that I have the choice for my own children to stay virtual, but 

as a teacher I do not have that choice. I either have to teach in person or resign from my position. I love 

teaching! We are in the middle of a health pandemic. I know that our percent positive is lower, but still only 

just barely under 5%. My family is from Western NY. Some schools there have not even returned to in person 

and their COVID percentage is less than 1 %. I am worried that as we enter a holiday season where many 

families gather, that COVID numbers will increase. I don't think starting over with my class will productive. 

Some parents worry that students are behind. I see that my students and my own children are resilient. They 

have learned how to do school virtually. They have built strong relationships with their teachers and they love 

school. Wearing a mask all day, staying at their desk, and being confined to their classroom will likely hurt 

their love for learning. My children have laughed and played with their classmates through TEAMS. I plead 

with you to please vote for a continuous virtual option until our percentages of COVID are much lower. I know 

that is the safest option for my family and me as a public school employee.
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Oct. 12, 20 -- 7:58: AM Sally Ryan Burgess Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I am writing on behalf of myself. I will have to take some form of leave or resign if you make the 

decision to return F2F. I simply will not go back into buildings with unproven ventilation systems, 

where students and staff will not consistently follow incredibly important safety protocols. This is an 

airborne disease. Plexiglass will not contain it and we ALL KNOW that the ventilation systems in 

our buildings don't work consistently. We work in those buildings every day and we know that you 

are asking us to do more than is reasonable. Yes we want to go back to school. Yes we want to see 

our students. Yes we want things to be back to normal, but we are in unprecedented times and to 

risk the loss of one student or faculty member's life is unconscionable. We do need to be united, 

but not at the cost of people's health and lives. And I for one, after being attacked personally and 

professionally by members of the other side of this issue am very clear that we must do the right 

thing. And the right thing is to stay virtual or for you to provide a virtual option to teachers. 

Furthermore, this survey was nothing more than a measure of how many staff are financially 

capable of resigning/retiring/taking unpaid leave, and how many staff are not financially capable of 

making that choice in order to keep themselves and their families safe. Just because people 

checked the box to return because they had too financially, does not mean they actually want to put 

themselves or their families at risks. I hope you read every Public Forum Comment and every 

comment on the surveys.

Oct. 12, 20 -- 11:01: AM Alisyn Smith Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I would like to know what are the plans to renovate Hermitage High? Both of my girls attended this 

high school - one daughter graduated in 2001 and the other daughter graduated in 2009. As I travel 

by the school in 2020 there has been no modernized changes that I have seen for close to 20 

years! Being a residence of Henrico County as I travel by other schools Tucker, Deep Run, and 

Glen Allen High all of which are located in the Henrico County area make Hermitage seem like the 

forgotten child. Please advise what is the agenda for upgrading Hermitage, so we as taxpayers can 

see our money be utilized in our Brookland District Area and our children and grandchildren can 

feel proud of what school they attend.

Oct. 12, 20 -- 11:09: AM Letitia Beasley Varina District - Alicia 

S. Atkins

I would just like to express my concerns as I am working as Outreach for VA.Randolph (RBT) I 

have gone to many homes doing this virtual online learning and I am very concerned that when I 

get there most parents/guardians do not wear a mask and I have to ask them to wear one that I 

provide. They are more than willing to have me in the home and they are maskless, my concern is 

if they allow me in and they don't protect themselves from me with a mask. What is it going to look 

like in school?   In addition I am the restorative practice trainer at our school and I have had to do 

two virtual circles that has escalated from being disruptive virtually to they made plans to have 

physical fights in the community. In the event of the students fighting in school how and who is 

going to risk contracting the virus breaking up fights?   Thanks for your time.
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Oct. 12, 20 -- 3:03: PM Kristy Anderson Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn "I do NOT feel the survey sent out adequately reflected my opinion on face to face return to school. 

I believe the first question asked should have been "Do you feel that it is safe to offer in person 

instruction or do you feel the county should continue with virtual learning?" I BELIEVE HCPS 

SHOULD REMAIN VIRTUAL. My family feels pressured to allow our children to return to school for 

in-person instruction if the county decides on that option for the next 9 weeks. I feel the pressure on 

the teachers to change the way they are teaching will add stress and I believe they have found 

wonderful ways to engage the children virtually. My children are thriving in this environment, and 

while I know that is not the case for all children, I personally believe changing the learning model 

with so many unknowns at this time would be detrimental to everyone's health both emotionally and 

physically."

Oct. 12, 20 -- 9:37: PM Kent Slonaker Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I am a Henrico County graduate (DSF’88), I am a former substitute (2 yrs, TMS) and full time 

teacher (MEG, 5 years) , both of my sisters still teach in the county. I’m as invested in your 

outcomes as ANYBODY. So it is with a heavy heart that I share my feelings about the county’s 

approach to a return to face-to-face instruction.   In a move unsurprising to any former employee, 

you sent the staff an ultimatum; come back, or let us know how you want to escape a possible 

death sentence via personal professional and financial set-backs. Classic disdain for teachers and 

staff in a county where employees are treated as if working their asses off for pennies on the dollar 

is a privilege. How predictable. Now careers are needlessly truncated, family lives stressed and 

fractured, and for what? So you could appease a cadre of coyotes who will howl no matter the 

weather or the time?   How dare you be so callous with human life? How dare you discard decades 

of teaching experience as if it were a nuisance or an afterthought? Your hubris is exceeded only by 

your ignorance.  What exactly is your goal here? Thin the ranks of the experienced and wise and 

rely on those invested just enough to hang on out of desperation, or the inexperienced who are too 

naïve to know better?   And what about your students? Do you think they will benefit from a sudden 

gear-change? Do you find it wise to destroy established relationships mid-semester? Is that what 

the cognoscenti in the Administrative Offices are selling these days? And won’t little Judy be 

thrilled, after Grandma dies from COVID exposure to know that she might have been the infection 

vector?  Respect life. Respect the feelings of the backbone of your system. Scorn scoring political 

points with the affluent pit-bulls of the world and do what is right for your faculty and staff, your 

students, and all of those that they cherish.  
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Oct. 12, 20 -- 10:08: PM Karen Finch Fairfield District - 

Roscoe D. Cooper, III

I am writing to ask they we stay virtual until January. Cold and flu season is starting and holidays 

are coming up. If we are all together students and faculty will not or should not celebrate hidays 

with family because it won't be safe. If it is decided to go back there should be a sign up for each 

teacher based on desk or table spacing. Rooms are limited and not everyone can come back. It 

should also be known how stressful it will be to teach virtual and in person. Teachers will continue 

to teach on teams to those in class and virtual so we don't loose our minds or get sick.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 12:01: AM Lisa Cady Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

Please do not start in person schooling for the second 9 weeks. It is not safe for anyone. Kids have 

a good routine now, do not disrupt it. Keep everyone safe and reduce our anxiety. Keep virtual 

learning for the second 9 weeks, and extend it to the end of the school year.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 6:25: AM Sara Jamal Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn, 

Brookland (child 

attends school)

With the upcoming holiday season, it might be better to hold off on getting kids back in school until 

mid-January. My middle schooler will likely not go back as long as there is a virtual option. There is 

data on kids 10-19 transmitting just like adults. I would need more information on other variables to 

decide for elementary aged kids. A limit on class sizes, strict enforcement and no exemptions for 

masks, thorough disinfection of commonly used surfaces, social distancing of 6 ft, eating outdoors 

only or an abbreviated day so no eating indoors in school are some of my concerns. I would also 

strongly advocate for teachers to be allowed the choice of in-person or virtual.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 8:20: AM Rachel Suddarth Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I am writing to ask that whatever decision is made regarding a return to school, you please avoid a 

hybrid model. I teach in a University that is using a hybrid model. These are adult learners, who are 

great with technology, and should be able to work independently. It is STILL HARD. It is hard on 

the teachers who are naturally drawn to teaching those in the room, but must divide their attention 

between those in person and on the screen. It is hard for those in the room who cannot always hear 

the virtual students and generally just sit around while the teacher addresses those at home. It is 

hard for those at home who are inadvertently forgotten by the busy teacher, or who simply look 

longingly at those who are able to be in the classroom while they are not.  In a hybrid model, your 

teachers will burn out and your students, in-person and virtual, will not get the attention they need 

and deserve. You have promised to offer a virtual option in the second nine weeks. Please ensure 

those students get an immersive classroom experience. Please give them dedicated teachers. I am 

sure there will be a number of faculty who are not yet comfortable coming into the classroom. Do 

not force them to resign--put them to good use online!
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Oct. 13, 20 -- 8:23: AM Lindsay Mosca Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

I am asking you to please vote for the choice of in person return for our students and teachers. The 

data supports this. With every other surrounding county (with the exception of RPS) returning our 

students and teachers deserve this choice. My child needs in person learning. We understand this 

return will not be like it was before but simply asking a question in person is easier than online. My 

child is a 6th grader and has been so stressed with the start of middle school coupled with virtual 

learning. Everyone deserves the choice. Thank you.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 8:27: AM Hilary Miller Rivers Edge Please consider an in person learning option for the children and parents that need balance and 

structure back in their lives. My son is an only child, and has been isolated since March, with no 

social interaction with other young people. He has very little interest in participating with virtual 

school, and lacks the desire to learn this way. Thank you!

Oct. 13, 20 -- 8:36: AM Jennifer Kelley Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I am writing again today to ask that the counties youngest learners, specifically kindergartener (in 

my case) be allowed back in the classroom. I sit next to my kindergartener, a student at Lakeside 

Elementary everyday during virtual classes and virtual learning is incredibly inequitable. I constantly 

have to keep my kindergartener on task and focused, there is no one to do that for the at least half 

of his class who I can see on the screen that are in daycare. Children in daycare unmute 

themselves and cannot re-mute themselves, they are called on by the teacher and do not know 

how to unmute themselves so talk but no one can hear them or they can unmute but no one can 

hear them over all of the noise in the background. Henrico county did not provide headsets for 

students and at a title I school like lakeside where 60% of children in a typical year receive a free or 

reduced lunch you cannot expect families to buy them. There is no way those children are having 

the same learning experience as my child and that is not equitable and unacceptable. I understand 

the risks during a pandemic but child care centers with younger children who are unable to wear 

masks are open and some never closed and have had no issues. We left in March because we 

were working to flatten the curve and that was done. Families at “wealthier” schools have hired 

tutors, pod moderators, retired teachers to work with their children, etc...but many families do not 

have that luxury and that has created a very inequitable school year where the children most at risk 

in our school system are the ones who are going to be left even further behind. In closing this 

article looks at data from schools that have been open: 

https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2020/10/schools-arent-superspreaders/616669/
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Oct. 13, 20 -- 8:40: AM Kristy Montesano Short Pump 

Elementary

Although I am thankful for the teachers and everyone involved with their best efforts to make virtual 

learning as adaptable as possible, the reality for virtual learning for my kindergartener is that it's just 

not working. His day is spent watching YouTube videos given by his teacher, coloring, and getting 

frustrated trying to navigate to different apps or troubleshooting iPad technical issues. He doesn't 

know his classmates names or is even given the opportunity to communicate with them at all during 

virtual learning, and for 5 and 6 year olds, social emotional learning by interacting with kids their 

age is far more important than watching a YouTube video about it. In person learning needs to 

happen at least for the smaller age groups. My son is fortunate enough to be able to go to his old 

preschool to have a virtual learning environment with other kids while I work. When I ask what he 

did at school he only remembes the interactions he had with his peers, in person teachers and said 

he "colored again and was bored" during his actual virtual classroom. We can safely go back to in 

person as we're already doing so. My son wears a mask all day, his desk is 6 feet from his 

classmates, and has a plexiglass sneeze guard on the front of it. He's able to go outside and play 

safely at a distance, and he eats lunch at his desk, but is still able to have a conversation and be 

silly with his friends safely apart. Restaurants are open, flights, trains, etc. are all open with safety 

measures in place, schools should be too.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 8:46: AM Carrie Hagin Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn, 

Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Please allow for in person learning 5 days a week. According to the VA Health dept., there will 

never be a zero risk scenario and the Director of Richmond Henrico Health Dept states that "huge 

concerns about prolonged virtual education". Hanover County public school have been in person 

since start of school and latest numbers show 25 cases since 1st day of school and they are all 

back providing face to face to those students who want to attend in person. Henrico County has 

had 17 cases. Chesterfield County is starting in person this week and Goochland County will being 

in person next week. Why is Henrico County the only county with no in person plan? We need to 

have students return asap. Students that do not want to return in person, can stay with the virtual 

plan but you must allow students to have the choice to return in person. There is no excuse why 

students cannot return in person. Per Health Dept, "we should be doing everything we can to return 

our children to school". Of course we will see COVID cases, but kids are less likely to contract and 

transmit COVID. Daycares have not skipped a beat since March, so why should our public schools 

be closed. We are all learning to live with this normal, but we parents and students must be given 

the opportunity to return in person. We cannot continue to pause life forever. Virtual only is not an 

acceptable option for all students.
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Oct. 13, 20 -- 8:51: AM Laura Santacruz Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

Please follow the leading health expert in Henrico/Richmond for Covid 19, Dr. Danny Avula, who 

urges kids to get back to face to face learning. Virtual learning is causing more of a detriment then 

the pandemic and other counties have taken the necessary steps to get students back in school. 

Stop lagging behind, Henrico!

Oct. 13, 20 -- 9:44: AM Vivian Owen Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

My son is in 1st grade at Twin Hickory. Virtual learning is not working for us. He's currently forced to sit in 

front of a computer and pay attention for 3 hours straight with only a 5 minute break. That length of a virtual 

meeting is tough even for adults, not to mention 6 year olds! I have to sit next to him the entire time and help 

him navigate between tabs and apps, help him find keys on the keyboard, help him click and drag on the 

trackpad to complete assignments, talk him down after he's had multiple meltdowns because he's too shy to 

complete an audio/video recording of himself that is required for homework, etc. He's not developmentally 

ready for any of this. Nor can he do any of it by himself. The actual learning that he's doing is minimal. In 

kindergarten he was adding and subtracting, but he has yet to do ONE SINGLE math problem this year. He 

writes maybe ONE SENTENCE per day in his journal. And I'm the only one correcting his spelling and 

letterforms, not his teacher because she only sees what he writes in his journal for one second as he holds it 

up to his camera. He's an extremely bright student, but he's bored and he's frustrated, not only by the 

technology, but the format of the learning and the fact that his teacher probably spends 30 minutes each day 

helping other students with their tech problems while the rest of the class just sits there. The teachers are 

doing their absolute best, but for young learners who need hands-on-learning, personal attention and lots of 

activity, virtual learning is near impossible. Everyone who wants to continue with virtual learning will have that 

option. HCPS has made it very clear that the virtual option will not be going away. All I'm advocating for is the 

CHOICE to be able to send my child back to school in PERSON so that he can actually LEARN. Schools 

elsewhere in Virginia (both private and public) as well as the rest of the country have sent children back in 

person and are not seeing the spike in Covid19 cases as was expected. Most cases happening in schools 

were contracted from the community, and not the school itself. Schools have not been shown to be super 

spreaders of the virus, especially when precautions like mask wearing and social distancing are in place. And 

if our children can go to daycare, or in-person virtual learning centers like those hosted at the YMCA, places 

of worship and other community centers, why can't they go back to the classrooms in their own schools? Give 

us the CHOICE.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 9:44: AM Melissa R. Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

My daughter was not previously prone to migraines but with the amount of online schooling and 

homework required to be completed online, she has developed severe headaches. She is even 

unable to get away from the screen at night and on weekends due to homework that is due. Also 

she mentions frequently that other students are having to leave class early due to the same 

problem. If you are unable to return to school, will you address the need to decrease screen time 

further as it seems to be negatively impacting many students?
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Oct. 13, 20 -- 10:01: AM Lisa Ross Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

My son is a third grader at GAES. While the teachers are doing an amazing job; my son is not 

getting the proper education and socialization that he needs. At 8 years old, he needs in person in 

instruction. His anxiety is high and all this time in front of a screen is not helping. Please send our 

kids back to school!

Oct. 13, 20 -- 10:24: AM Lynn Moldenhauer Hungary creek middle I have one student who is thriving in virtual school and one student who is struggling with virtual 

school. I would love the option of sending them back to school. I also work full time from home and 

can’t sit next to my struggling student all day to make sure he’s paying attention.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 10:31: AM Maureen Hicks Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I grew up in Henrico County. Two years ago, we chose to return to Henrico County to raise our children 

because I believe the school system is exceptional. However, I am so incredibly disappointed with how 

Henrico County has dealt with the pandemic. It is infuriating that the Henrico County School Board has taken 

the decision to send our children to school away from families. Look closely around the country at how many 

districts, large districts, are managing in-school instruction. Even NYC has returned to hybrid learning! Stop 

looking at COVID infection rate (which has significantly decreased) and look at mortality rate, just as we 

observe other viruses that affect children. I understand the need to offer virtual school for those that choose 

and/or are immune compromised. However, for those of us that want our children in school (a service we pay 

for with our hard earned tax dollars), we should have the choice. Our children have not stepped into a school 

for seven months. It is unbelievably disappointing that our school system has failed them in this manner. I 

have an elementary school student, a middle school student and a high school student. I am in the position 

that I can monitor them and provide internet and learning spaces and yet they are educationally and 

emotionally struggling. What about the families that can not provide such? I am a former social worker and I 

think about the families I served and the fact that school is a safe space for many children. The educational 

gap is widening by the minute. I have observed virtual school for my three children in the Spring and this Fall. 

It is failing. They are not learning nearly to the degree they would be in person. My children are frustrated with 

technology that often fails, screen time that causes daily headaches and dizziness, and social isolation. My 

elementary school child is in tears often, both of my daughters' anxiety levels are high. My son doesn't like 

school at this point and feels frustrated. Since the county doesn't require cameras to be on, the social 

isolation and disconnect among middle and high school students is high. What are we doing to our children? 

Look at the surrounding counties who have returned to school. How is it acceptable for us to be falling behind 

and failing our children in Henrico County in so many ways? Please give families the choice to return to in-

person instruction.
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Oct. 13, 20 -- 12:01: PM Nicole Nielsen Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I have a hard time believing that it is safe to return students to school when we aren't even able to meet in 

person for our benefits discussions as it is unsafe to do so. I have seen many adults not wearing protective 

gear properly in public, at school board meetings and within my own school building. We have also had 

parents that are already allowed to send students into schools try and send their child when they know that 

they were exposed. You are not only risking the lives of your staff but their families and the student's families. 

There is no trust here that parents will keep sick kids at home, because they don't. Kids are carriers of the this 

virus and can be asymptomatic. All of the parents I have thus far are very understanding and some are in 

lower income homes and are still able to find ways to make sure their child participates and has supervision 

without sacrificing their jobs. Also, many of our students go to day care in the afternoon after school hours 

and have other students from other schools that are also there. If what I have seen from the daycares are any 

indication of their use of PPE it's almost nothing. Some have adults with no masks on and the kids have no 

masks on. It's ridiculous to think you will be able to do sufficient contact tracing in this case. Why is Richmond 

City able to keep kids at home until January but we some how have this idea that we should have our 

students back in school for the next nine weeks? This makes no sense to me. It is not safe to send children 

back. The fact that we are even considering this right now just shows how little Henrico seems to care about 

it's staff. Yes I may lose my job for speaking out but someone has to. I am not ok with us going back to work, I 

will not die for a job that could easily replace me without a second thought. Make no mistake I love what I do 

but I am not willing to die so few selfish parents can send their kids to school to get them out of their hair. I 

want to be with my students but I want it to be safe. No matter what you all say you will do there is no way to 

keep me and my family or my students 100% safe. You cannot guarantee that I won't lose my partner 

because I brought home COVID, or that my partner won't lose me and our unborn child because I was 

exposed to COVID. The money that my partner will get will not be enough to replace that loss. COVID is not a 

hoax or just a bad flu, it kills people and this is not a time to place politics over safety.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 12:50: PM Lindsey Folkes Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Please consider sending these children back to school. My 1st grade daughter is having a difficult 

time focusing on the computer and thrives better in person. I have getting increasingly nervous 

about her falling behind. The risk of the virus has decreased . Look at all of these other schools 

sending children back in the classroom. This virus is going nowhere, even with a vaccine, and we 

can not continue keeping these children out of the classroom. My best friend is a first grade teacher 

at St. Edwards Catholic school, here in Richmond. She has 19 children in person every day and 6 

virtual. Please let us parents at least have a choice. Thank you for your consideration in this 

extremely vital situation.
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Oct. 13, 20 -- 12:53: PM Brent Corby Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Kids should be back in school full time. They are not learning what they should be learning online. If 

people do not want their kids in a public setting, then they can home school. As it is now my family 

is having to pay for someone to come to our house 3 days a week so my wife and I can work. For 

those that do not want their kids to. go back, there are a multitude of home schooling options for 

them to choose from

Oct. 13, 20 -- 12:55: PM Rebecca Hromyak Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Please give us the option of choice for the next 9 weeks. I’ve been home virtually supporting my 1st 

grader. I’m glad that I’m able to give her the technical assistance that she absolutely needs to 

participate in virtual learning. My hart breaks for the kids that do not have that assistance “ Mrs. 

Bluford I can’t get my computer to work”, “ Mrs. Bluford I can’t see or hear you” are daily comments 

I over hear from fellow classmates of my daughter. I believe that there are reasons to offer and 

continue virtual... but for my child it’s not working. I feel based off the last questionnaire that a 50/50 

split would occur. About 50% would stay virtual , ( with teachers designated for virtual) allowing 

about 50% to return to 5 days a week school in person, (with other teachers for that). Hannover 

seems to be handling this situation in exactly this way. Maybe a collaboration with their school 

superintendents would be wise in planning. 

Thank you

Oct. 13, 20 -- 12:57: PM Austin Holsten Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Kids should be back in school. Teachers should be in school. The overall impact of having children 

out of school is greater than what is happening now. Every decision in life has risks. As I continue 

to follow the data, it is clear to me the impact of virtual school creates mental health issues, bad 

education, and long-term damage to these children. Our leaders are supposed to create the best 

environment possible; we are failing to provide that. I'd recommend (if there is concern) the option 

of sending back or staying home. It can be done, look at Hanover. It's the best option, and one that 

can be respected.  The solution of doing only virtual with zero flexibility for the first 9 weeks was a 

poor choice. Operations tend to fail when they act with rigid stances like that. I have two special 

needs children. They are getting crushed by this. Why they are not in school getting in-person 

teaching is crazy to me. All of you chose to get into this to help children. I admire it. I do. Please 

find that passion you had for getting into teaching and make the call that's best for our children and 

community. I'm sure (because it's that obvious) if you search social media pages of those obsessed 

with keeping it virtual, you will find an agenda.   I think my suggestion of a choice is best for the 

most people. Good luck, and make the right decision.
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Oct. 13, 20 -- 12:58: PM Sarah Ratner Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Our family respectfully requests that students be given a choice to attend school in person without 

further delay. Through no fault of the teachers (and due solely to the virtual format) instruction is 

not close to Henrico County Standards. Instruction has petered down to less than a couple hours a 

day (total-including asynchronous learning) for our senior. This is understandable due to computer 

fatigue, but it is not adequate for the content in core academic classes or to prepare high schoolers 

for the future - the core of what our public schools are supposed to provide. The metrics being used 

for a decision about in-person instruction (regional cases; hospitalizations etc.) are - at this point - 

needlessly speculative. There is actual data across the country showing virus trends in areas where 

schools reopened in person in August versus areas where schools remain closed. The feared 

surges linked to in-person instruction simply have not occurred. Instead, the differences in 

community impact between locations with in-person versus all-virtual instruction are negligible or 

nonexistent. Please join Chesterfield, Hanover, and other surrounding counties that have listened 

to their constituent families and provided a choice.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 1:08: PM Cristin Traylor Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I wish I could say that I thought my comments would make a difference in what the Board decides, 

but my experience has been that they will be ignored. However, I will not let my frustration prevent 

me from advocating for our children and their best interests. The question should be HOW do we 

get our children back in the classroom for F2F instruction, not whether we do it all. If the Board 

does not direct the Superintendent to making classroom return a priority for all students that choose 

F2F starting in January 2021, then it will never happen. Our efforts should be focusing on how to 

make the schools as safe as possible, and using creative thinking on how to better use our spaces. 

We should be looking to Hanover for guidance – they are doing F2F, and they are doing it well. We 

should be looking at what the private schools are doing. “Where there is a will, there is a way.” My 

fear is that there is no “will” because the teachers’ union has become so powerful that they 

overshadow any efforts for F2F learning. Many teachers want to return to the classroom – 

unfortunately they are being pressured by the HEA to keep quiet. The Board can intervene here to 

stop this abusive behavior. The Board should consider the best interest of our children and their 

education. Although virtual learning may be working for some, the majority of our kids are 

struggling. Our teachers are doing the best they can, but they weren’t meant to serve as tech 

support at the same time they are trying to teach. We have found a way to eat in restaurants, go 

the grocery store, and attend sporting events. If we can do those things, we can certainly find a way 

for our children to go back to school, especially when this is such a crucial point in their lives and 

their educational, social and mental development.
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Oct. 13, 20 -- 1:14: PM AJ James Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

We are asking for a choice. We don't advocate for anyone returning to school if they are in fear. 

90% of covid fatalities are over 60 years of age. Fatality rates by age: 0-9 (0.0%), 10-19 (0.006%), 

20-29 (0.02%), 30-39 (0.1%), 40-49 (0.4%), 50-59 (1.1%), 60-69 (3.6%), 70-79 (11.0%), 80+ 

(23.4%). When presented with this data, those wishing to maintain virtual learning claim the long 

term health impact from covid is what concerns them. Surely we have more than enough 

researchers that if this were an issue we'd know by now. Or perhaps it would takes years to know 

the impact. Either way.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 1:32: PM Aloma Holsten Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I hope you read this message with an open mind and compassionate heart. 1st-Ms Burgess’ 

comments were thoughtful & deliberate on telling people how to skew the data to not return to 

school. That situation puts the entire county’s integrity in question as it points to the environment 

enabled by leadership 2nd- I have 3 children between 2 schools, the teachers nor students are set 

up for success in their learning journey. Weekly one or more technological components fails and 

teaching is delayed/missed. 3rd-There is no substantiated data to keep children out of school. 

Quite the opposite the global and country specific experts are stating children should return to 

schools and that the mental heath impacts can be detrimental to the child. 4th-the word if should 

not be used for the 2nd 9 weeks. Children should return. Already there will need to be a recall 

where all material taught the 1st 9 weeks will need to be taught again. Children will need to be 

brought to parity and then move forward together. If children do not return, there would be no fair 

And equitable way to assess grades. That would mean pass/fail for all grades and the failure 

number would need to be low. Henrico county is failing our children. They used to be seen as a 

beacon, a place where people wanted to reside for the school system. Simply put, that no longer 

exists. Facts and reason should be used to make a plan. Not politics and feelings. Here are some 

articles for your purview. 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/feared-covid-outbreaks-in-schools-yet-to-arrive-early-

data-shows/2020/09/23/0509bb84-fd22-11ea-b555-4d71a9254f4b_story.html

https://gbdeclaration.org/

Oct. 13, 20 -- 2:27: PM Renee Chandler Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I want a choice to return to school for face to face education. I have a high school senior who has a 

heavy case load of AP classes and needs more hands on instruction.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 2:59: PM David Allen Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

These kids need to have the right to go back to school, even limited, our children need to have 

engagement, and the right to learn without being lonely, and having a loss for hope , i used to think 

this board caref about our kids, not to much anymore...so I am in favor of kids going back..
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Oct. 13, 20 -- 3:50: PM Christine Williams Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Please give us the CHOICE to send our children back to school. The metrics currently used by 

Henrico are oppressive and not used by any other County in this area. Every other school district in 

Virginia is making meaningful strides towards returning their students to in person learning (not 

including those who started that way like Hanover or on a hybrid like several others or the many, 

many other states whose students are learning in person). We need a choice to send our kids back 

to school – just like you have provided a virtual option for the entire year to all other families. Virtual 

learning is mentally exhausting and isolating and it is creating an extreme academic disadvantage 

to Henrico’s students. My oldest is a Junior – by far the most important academic year for him and 

he is struggling. Please – PLEASE – give us the option to send our kids back to school in person. I 

am a working mother who has barely worked since school started. I have found my youngest (and 

8th grader) crying in front of his computer at least 4x since the beginning of this year. Please this is 

not working and the data does not support it. All we are asking for is an option - which you have 

provided every other family in Henrico. My tax dollar is worth the same amount and it - at a 

minimum - pays for the choice to send my children to school in person.  

Oct. 13, 20 -- 4:52: PM Sule Sauvigne Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I am writing in support of reopening HCPS to all students in person after the first marking period. I 

understood the need to start the year cautiously and virtually. However it is now time to reopen 

schools and move towards a normal education experience. The last several weeks have made 

several things obvious. Most importantly, private schools in the area as well as public school 

districts all over our state and country have opened in person have been able to manage Covid 

risks and keep students safe overall. It has been shown that students are able wear masks and 

social distance and schools have not become super spreader sites if proper precautions are 

followed. There is no reason that HCPS cannot also open in person in a safe manner. There has 

been more than enough time to prepare and learn from others as well as understand the virus and 

the risks.  Another obvious side effect of all this is the safety and mental health of kids that are 

trapped at home. There are other risks to students and society besides Covid. I feel strongly that 

virtual learning is actually harmful to my children and our society as a whole. First and foremost my 

children are not being educated nearly at the level that they deserve and are accustomed to with in 

person learning. They are falling behind even with our great teachers and ALOT of support and 

time from both myself and my husband. We are fortunate to have the time and means to do it while 

many others cannot and I fear those kids are suffering not only academically but also socially and 

mentally.  We choose to reside in Henrico County partly for the top notch public education it was 

always known for. We expect our school board to make decisions that uphold that high standard. I 

urge the school board to vote to reopen HCPS to in person learning for all students beginning in the 

second marking period.
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Oct. 13, 20 -- 5:11: PM Andrea Haas Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Our children need to get back to in person learning. The content the children are learning is limited 

and they are bored. They need personal interaction from teachers, friends and administrators. The 

mental health of our children is declining at a rapid pace. Some parents are forced to leave their 

children home alone because they do not have the ability to work from home. You are making 

parents choose between work and their children, with both decisions having an affect on their well 

being.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 5:11: PM Niki Donathan Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Please give teachers a choice to stay virtual when/if it's decided that students can go back to school. My kids 

will remain virtual, and I am concerned about what virtual learning will look like if teachers are forced to return 

to school or to resign. We need dedicated teachers for the virtual students. We can't ask teachers to teach 

both F2F and virtually at the same time. They will do double the amount of work in the same amount of time 

for the same pay. Teachers will burn out. Their mental health will suffer. Not to mention, many teachers will be 

worried about their physical health and the health of their families. Despite this, teachers will still work very 

hard for the sake of their students because that's who they are. Please don't force them into this position of 

choosing between a high-stress job or no job.  For the students' sakes, we need dedicated virtual teachers. I 

understand virtual learning is not working for everyone, but many are thriving! If, however, you allow students 

to return to school and we do not have dedicated teachers for the virtual students, the education of ALL 

students in Henrico will be negatively affected. No student will receive the quality instruction that we are 

accustomed to in Henrico with teachers splitting class time between F2F and virtual. In addition, the idea of 

reducing direct teacher instruction for the virtual students and giving them more asynchronous time is 

unconscionable. This punishes the kids whose parents are choosing to keep them safe at home. My son is 

taking an accelerated math class to move into the advanced math track and learning 2 years of math in one 

year. How are he and his classmates supposed to do this successfully if they have less time with their 

teacher? How are the younger virtual elementary students going to learn to read if they have less teacher 

time?  Students have been building relationships with their current teachers over the past 5 weeks, and while 

my kids would be sad if they have to get new teachers for 5-days-a-week virtual learning, that is a much more 

preferable option than the others.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 5:23: PM Laura Cribbs Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

As a retiree who spent more than 40 years in Henrico County Schools and the mother and 

grandmother who has children who were educated in our school system, I strongly support virtual 

education for our teachers and students until the second semester when this decision could be re-

evaluated. The physical and mental well being of both our students and teachers should be your 

first priority.

Oct. 13, 20 -- 5:37: PM Caroline Turner Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

While I think virtual learning is going decently well from a teaching and technology perspective, it is 

clear that this method of schooling is not sustainable for the mental health & well-being of all 

involved, especially the students. They need the structure and social benefits of in-person school.
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Oct. 13, 20 -- 11:02: PM Dede Davis Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Neglected costs of Covid lockdowns - 200,000 cases of reported child abuse and increases in 

suicide rates: https://thefederalist.com/2020/03/27/more-people-died-from-suicide-than-coronavirus-

in-tennessee-this-week/

https://www.foxnews.com/politics/coronavirus-scott-atlas-mainstream-media

The World Health Organization has backflipped on its original COVID-19 stance after calling for 

world leaders to stop locking down their countries and economies.  Dr. David Nabarro from the 

WHO appealed to world leaders yesterday, telling them to stop “using lockdowns as your primary 

control method” of the coronavirus.  He also claimed that the only thing lockdowns achieved was 

poverty – with no mention of the potential lives saved.  “Lockdowns just have one consequence 

that you must never ever belittle, and that is making poor people an awful lot poorer,” he said.  

https://www.news.com.au/world/coronavirus/global/coronavirus-who-backflips-on-virus-stance-by-

condemning-lockdowns/news-story/f2188f2aebff1b7b291b297731c3da74

Lockdown policy has been an epic failure. It's been a crime against humanity that our children have 

had to endure. Reopen HCPS!!!

Oct. 14, 20 -- 6:59: AM Jillian Flowers Exceptional Education 

Teacher at Crestview 

Elementary

I would like to start by thanking the school board and county officials for taking the decision to resume in 

person learning seriously. As an elementary exceptional education teacher, I have significant concerns about 

returning to in-person learning at this time. I do not have any health conditions that would prevent me from 

returning, so I would be forced back into the classroom for financial reasons if in-person learning resumes. I 

am concerned about contracting the disease and either passing it to my family members or living with long-

term health conditions as a result of COVID.   I cannot see the logic in returning to in-person learning seven 

days before Thanksgiving Break, as people will be traveling, which will increase the risk of transmission. The 

15 days between Thanksgiving and Winter Break will not provide enough time for teachers to get into a new 

routine under a hybrid model. Additionally, we are heading into the allergy and flu seasons. With the wide 

range of COVID symptoms, teachers will be sending students out of the classroom frequently out of concern 

that they may have COVID. This will disrupt learning and cause anxiety for students and staff. This anxiety will 

get in the way of meaningful learning.  I am an exceptional education teacher that works in general education 

classrooms to teach and support my students. Given the assumed COVID restrictions, would I be allowed to 

teach in the same classroom as my general education co-teachers? I've heard that there have been concerns 

about teachers and students mixing groups. My primary job is to go into different classrooms to support my 

students. If I'm not allowed to be in the same room as my students and co-workers, then it doesn't make 

sense for me to come in and work from the building. My students receive exceptional education services in 

the general education classroom, so pulling them and keeping them with me all day is not an option given by 

their IEP.    I am concerned about the burden that will be placed on teachers if a hybrid model is pursued. 

How will teachers monitor students that are at home on computers and students that are in person? In order 

to make this work, it seems that all materials would need to be provided online. If we continue to provide most 

of our education online, then what is the purpose of bringing students back in person? Thank you for your 

consideration of my comments.  
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Oct. 14, 20 -- 8:50: AM Molly Miller Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

Please allow in person instruction. My son needs to be in a classroom with his peers and teacher. 

Data shows that children are safe to be in school and that Henrico covid numbers are dropping. I 

am a pharmacist in a grocery store. I have gone to work and filled prescriptions every day through 

out this pandemic. Teachers must perform their jobs as well. Virtual, on-line learning is not 

adequate for the education and mental health of our children. If we continue on this path of on line 

learning, most teachers should be furloughed. This many educators are not needed to run a virtual 

learning program. The county should redirect the funds to support the ailing mental health of its 

constituents.

Oct. 14, 20 -- 11:04: AM Julie Riley Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Please, please offer Henrico parents the choice to have our children back in the classroom for the 

second 9 week period. Virtual education is a terrible substitute for learning; it is actively destroying 

my 5th grade son's will to learn. He has been a straight A student his entire elementary school 

career, bright, engaged, eager to learn about so many things. Now, he is bored, disengaged, and 

uninterested in school. He's sad and frustrated. The objective is to complete tasks assigned rather 

than actively participate in the process of learning. I would remove him from school if I didn't 

already have a full time job to support our family. Even so, I have already inquired with numerous 

private schools about the 2021-22 school year because we can't be expected to live in limbo like 

this in perpetuity. I pay significant taxes to Henrico County, and I expect a higher standard of 

education than I am receiving at this time. There is no reason to keep schools closed if every other 

type of establishment is open. Do your duty to the children of Henrico County and open the schools!

Oct. 14, 20 -- 11:36: AM David Chilton Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Considering the recently published research showing children are "super spreaders" of COVID19, 

the School Board's decision to require teachers to attend face-to-face classrooms must be 

accompanied by each school board member's commitment to attend a random in-school face-to-

face classroom at least once per week for the full time period in order to: 1) observe and collect 

information as to changes needed to better protect students and teachers, and 2) provide, by their 

presence, a confirmation of their belief that all participants in the face-to-face environment are safe 

from COVID19. If the Board does not have the courage of its convictions, then it should not require 

others to be placed at a risk they themselves will not endure.
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Oct. 14, 20 -- 1:19: PM Casey Burton Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

While the decision was made to begin the year virtually with no choice for in person instruction, the 

Board now has the ability to request a CHOICE for in person learning opportunities for families and 

teachers for the 2nd 9 weeks and beyond. Many of us are simply asking to be given a choice to 

best facilitate our child's learning:   Hanover County started the school with the option for full-time in-

person instruction for grades preK-12, and a separate virtual learning school for those who did not 

wish to return to school.  Chesterfield County has allowed Cohorts 1 & 2 (which includes K-3) back 

starting Oct 12th for a hybrid in-person learning option, and just voted on 10/13 to allow Cohort 3 

(4th and 5th grades) a hybrid learning option.   Goochland County voted on 10/13 to allow K-5 back 

for a full 5 days a week starting on Oct. 19th, 6th & 9th back on Nov.2, and all other MS & HS 

grades back on Nov.9th.  New Kent County has allowed for a return for K & 1st grades (on Nov 4th 

and Nov 9th, respectively) for 4 days a week of in-person instruction.   Powhatan County has the 

option for preK-3rd in person for 5 days a week, 4th & 5th grades full-time Nov. 4th, and hybrid 

options for 4th - 12th.   And here we sit as parents in Henrico wondering why our school board and 

school division cannot simply accommodate a choice for our students. Many of us have never said 

not to allow those wishing to remain virtual (students, teachers) not to have that option but we've 

been told to just sit back and accept that we've never been given a choice for our students. The 

vision of the School Division states on its website that it believes in the "right to achieve" and "the 

support to succeed for all." However, apparently, no one is willing to acknowledge that virtual-only 

does not allow for all to succeed. The mission of HCPS also says that it's an "innovative" leader in 

educational excellence that will actively engage our students. I don't understand how innovative we 

are when we're the only surrounding County not finding ways to safely offer in-person learning 

choices. Many of us are simply advocating for a choice - and Henrico should have the capabilities 

to figure out how to provide that for us.
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Oct. 14, 20 -- 1:50: PM David Sharrar Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

To quote: “This is an incredibly complex situation, and so we recognize that there is probably no 

approach we can take to this school year and have taken to this school year that’s perfect or that is 

as we’ve known school to be,” Superintendent Amy Cashwell told the board during its evening 

meeting Tuesday.... With all due respect to Dr. Cashwell, my family disagrees that this an incredibly 

complex situation. There is nothing overly complicated in the decision to return students to their 

schools for in-person learning. This should be the goal - period. Virtual learning, on the other hand, 

is actually the incredibly 'complex situation'. Deciding to continue this route will be yet another 

extremely risky judgment by this school board and administration. We can mitigate the known risks 

of virus transmission with going back to in person learning. What we cannot do is continue down 

unchartered paths of a learning system (virtual) that will very well likely result in achievement gaps, 

poor emotional well-being, and exacerbate inequality. At this point, isn't this choice clear by now? It 

is amazing that more virtual is even up for discussion. We ask that all board members unanimously 

vote for in-person learning and hold Dr. Cashwell and school administration accountable for any 

poor outcomes in the return of our children to their schools.

Oct. 14, 20 -- 2:03: PM Denise Spoenlein Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Please re-open Henrico schools as so many children are already falling behind from their peers in 

other counties or private schools. Volunteering at my church, I have witnessed kids struggling to 

stay behind screens and follow teacher directions, and essentially not even learn the basics! For 

early elementary kids, just watching one hour of Sesame Street would be better than the situation 

they are in currently. Those who can not sit still behind the screen are also feeling a sense of failure 

and defeat. They check out so much more quickly behind a screen than if they would be in person. 

(This doesn't even take into consideration the dangerous situations children face right now at 

home, abuse and even cyber sex trafficking.) Even though my high-schooler enjoys benefits from 

staying home, I wholeheartedly support going back in honor of the masses that are doing horribly in 

this virtual learning environment.  The additional long term issue is that Henrico will no longer be 

seen as a "good choice" for private schools. I moved from Richmond City for that very reason. And 

now, I see the shift towards counties like Hanover and Chesterfield. Housing and business declines 

will soon follow.   I feel certain that there are overwhelming statistics already for both the decline of 

quality of education and numbers of people looking for other alternatives for school and housing. 

Please give our county the option to go back to school!
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Oct. 14, 20 -- 2:15: PM Kristin Hutcherson Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

I am begging that you offer a choice for HCPS Families to return to face to face IN PERSON 

school. All we are asking is for a choice. It is a disgrace to continue virtual learning any longer 

based many students falling behind and on the health and safety numbers DECLINING! We will 

never be at a zero percent risk of this virus. There are risks in everything we do but education 

should not be sacrificed. Very little has been said about the increased levels of abuse in the home, 

depression, suicide and alcohol and drug abuse in the home vs returning to school. I understand 

we have a diverse school system but rather than feeding the fear in families, we need to education 

them to understand not being in face to face school is the greatest risk of all. It is baffling to me that 

our private schools and daycares are managing just fine in Henrico County as our surrounding 

counties that are beginning to return. We need to follow the examples of success and open up!   

Please provide HCPS families and teachers a choice in returning to school.

Oct. 14, 20 -- 3:19: PM Jennifer Farmer Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I continue to have huge concerns for our children. HCPS states they are using data to make decisions but as 

any educated person knows data can be manipulated in many ways. Currently the CDC website clearly states 

that, "Extended school closures are harmful to children’s development of social and emotional skills. Such 

routine in-person contacts provide opportunities to facilitate social-emotional development that are difficult, if 

not impossible, to replicate through distance learning. Further, a review of studies conducted on pandemics 

found a strong association between length of quarantine and PTSD symptoms, avoidance behavior, and 

anger. Another review published this year found that post-traumatic stress scores of children and parents in 

quarantine were four times higher than those not quarantined." By continuing in a purely virtual format HCPS 

is not allowing families to make their own risk assessment and determine what is best for their household. 

With appropriate mitigation strategies in place it is extremely safe to return to school. I believe that if the 

HCPS board truly wanted to analyze the data they could have the data from correctional facilities and long 

term care facilities removed to have a more accurate picture of the true risk to our children as the children will 

not be living at school as they do in those situations. The HEA is a disgrace to the teaching profession and 

seems to hold more say in this county than parents, students and/or the data. The things that are posted on 

their social media and their behavior makes it very clear that their main objective has nothing to do with our 

children. Private school and neighboring counties continue to be successful at having children back face to 

face, yet Henrico continues to cave to politics and not provide an adequate education to the children of this 

county. I have spoken to countless parents who never plan on returning to HCPS after this as they have 

found that homeschool or private school is working out quite well. Many families either already have or plan 

on considering moving out of the county in order for their children to attend in person full time school. How 

many students does HCPS need to lose in order for them to realize that the students in this county deserve a 

full time in person option. Schools staying closed is benefiting no one, continues to isolate children, continues 

to increase the inequities and decreases the funding the schools receive.  
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Oct. 14, 20 -- 4:00: PM Margaret Andrews Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Please consider staying 100% virtual until 2 weeks after the holidays so all may visit family/ friends 

and have 2 weeks to quarantine. Come back 2nd semester since that is a good break/time to 

restart. Teachers are not babysitters. Lots of students are doing well with virtual learning. Give it a 

chance as you have spent a lot of

money on technology. Let’s put it to use. Have Henrico march to its own drum and not what others 

are doing.

Oct. 14, 20 -- 5:01: PM Wayne Bergeron Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

I feel it is unwise to send students back to any form of in-person school at this point. Many students 

will be traveling over the Thanksgiving Holiday, or visiting with extended family, a mere 2 weeks 

after a proposed return to in-person school in November. Then a few weeks after that over winter 

break, many students will be exposed to even more family members. Students' health risk will also 

be exacerbated as we head into Flu Season. It seems clear that waiting till after Winter Break will 

significantly lessen the chance for our students to become exposed to Covid or, even worse, to 

become sick.

Oct. 14, 20 -- 7:55: PM Kelly Taylor Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn
HCPS did a real disservice to their employees with their Second Quarter Survey. Rather than 

asking if each preferred in-person or virtual; they only asked what options they may pursue if in-

person learning occurred for marking period 2. If they had asked teachers which mode they 

preferred, they could have seen if virtual teachers could be matched up with virtual students, and 

teachers who wanted to teach in person could have been matched up with students who wished to 

be in person.   Teachers should not be forced to teach in-person and virtual at the same time. 

Other school districts are having them separate, with great success. The objection that kids would 

have to change teachers is not a reason to NOT do this - if it means that people get the delivery 

method they want - this is a small sacrifice.   School districts around us are returning to in person 

learning. Those school districts use the same health systems we do, and made their decisions 

using the same information.   Virtual is NOT going swimmingly and perfect for all of the HCPS 

families. Kids are hurting, not for lack of teachers trying, but for the fact that some kids do not learn 

in a virtual environmental, and their social and emotional health is suffering. The fact that some 

kids are flourishing in virtual does not cancel out that other kids are hurting in this platform. The 

best answer is to do what other districts are doing; Let students who want to be in person, be in 

person with live teachers, and let students who want to be virtual, stay virtual with virtual teachers.  

The protests of "what will happen to the child care centers at the schools if we go back," were 

predicted in the summer when these decisions were being made, and HCPS promised that wouldn't 

be a factor in making decisions for future marking periods. 

Do not let "we don't have supplies" be an excuse to not open. Parents and organizations have been 

asking and waiting to be able to donate items that are needed: HCPS has only said they can't 

accept 'everything,' but needed specific things - not saying what those things are.
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Oct. 14, 20 -- 9:45: PM Candice Walker Fairfield District - 

Roscoe D. Cooper, III

I am a mom of three HCPS students. Our family is considered high-risk for COVID-19 because of 

our health conditions. When the announcement came that we would be virtual for the first nine 

weeks, I was relieved. We have been able to keep our kids and ourselves safe as we have had 

several family members die from the virus. As we approach the end of the nine weeks, we’ve 

noticed that the trend has not changed as far as the number of cases. Many of the school staff 

members and now a student in our county has contracted this virus. We have teachers and staff 

that are forced to either return to school in person or lose their job if this board decides to allow 

students to attend school in person. If this happens then we risk losing all of the progress that was 

made with virtual learning and even worse, risk losing amazing teachers and staff. I am for 

remaining virtual until we have better control of virus- a continuous downward trend and a definite 

treatment and cure. Health and safety should be at the forefront and right now, virtual is the way to 

go.

Oct. 14, 20 -- 10:09: PM Steve Owen Twin Hickory Please allow children to return to in person schooling. This can be done safely and with limited risk 

by allowing families to have the option of "opting in" as we are doing at my work. Treat school the 

same way - you can opt in by going back to school but you are not required to and can continue 

virtual learning if you think that is best for your child and family. By allowing opt in, this also reduces 

liability to the school district.  Our son is in 1st grade and spends more time distracted by other 

things in the house than he does actually learning anything. Very little is actually accomplished 

each day and role call takes 15 minutes - something that gets in the way of true learning and could 

be done in 30 seconds if the students were back in person. By continuing virtual learning, you are 

hindering my son's ability to learn and keep up with his fast paced rigor for learning.  Please allow 

students to have the flexibility to opt in for returning to school.
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Oct. 15, 20 -- 6:09: AM Sarah Allen Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Dear school board members, I am writing you to send our kids back to school in person. Virtual 

school is not working. We are a 2 parent essential working family that has been struggling. School 

is essential it is a safe place for kids. Teachers have been amazing in virtual but it is not working. 

My 7th grader is doing ok academically but emotionally and socially is falling apart. My 5th grader 

honor roll student who loved school now hates it. His teacher spends so much time helping slower 

kids get to the next step or dealing with technical issues that he's sitting and waiting most of the 

day. He is not being challenged and is starting to get depressed. A normally popular confident kid is 

in tears because he misses school. My 3rd grader we had to remove from hcps due to the fact that 

we both work outside the home and I did not feel comfortable putting her in day care. She is 

attending private school this yr. Financially it is killing us. The private school is doing amazing 17-

20 students per class with a few virtual learning right along side via laptop. Temps are taken before 

they enter kids are now used to wearing masks. Only one child and one teacher had to quarantine 

because of exposure but they were negative. No one is sick in 9 wks. However my daughter is 

significantly behind because of being out of school 5 months with little Instruction from henrico 

county after school closed. The positivity rate is falling. Henrico county has PPE. Other states have 

sent all their kids back and the statistics show very small numbers of transmission even in states 

that had large outbreaks. Parents deserve a choice for their kids. We pay our tax dollars to fund 

schools but are now being forced to pay others to educate our kids while still paying for public 

education that is failing our kids. I urge you to send our kids back 4or 5 days in person. 2 day hybrid 

is not acceptable it is not enough instructional time. School is essential.

Oct. 15, 20 -- 8:25: AM Sarah Dickinson Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

It is imperative that HCPS re-open for in-person learning for those who choose that option during 

the second 9 weeks.  During these first 9 weeks, we've learned that private schools (both large and 

small, with class sizes larger than HCPS Elementary in some cases) and other public school 

districts (Hanover, Virginia Beach, Roanoke) have re-opened successfully with the proper 

precautions. There have not been any major COVID outbreaks in these school systems and none 

have had to close since their re-openings. And, Chesterfield, Goochland, and Powhatan are either 

starting to implement their re-opening plans or will do so soon. Does HCPS really want to be the 

only major Richmond area county school system that deprives its children of the most effective way 

to learn?!  HCPS should also keep those who choose to remain virtual in a SEPARATE VIRTUAL 

ACADEMY like many other counties are successfully doing. We cannot expect our teachers to 

teach both virtually AND in-person at the same time. It’s detrimental to the teachers and the 

students.  
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Oct. 15, 20 -- 4:41: PM Amanda Duke Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

It's time HCPS children be offered an option of face to face instruction. Virtual learning is very 

difficult for my children, one in particular who has a hard time paying attention with a live person is 

really struggling and zoning out with virtual. The surrounding counties to HCPS have made a 

commitment to a back to school date and others have been back to school all along. Please stop 

manipulating data to support your agenda to continue to stay closed. The virus will continue to be 

here with a vaccine, so HCPS needs to start looking for ways to open, rather than ways to continue 

to stay closed.

Oct. 16, 20 -- 6:11: AM Kimberly Linham Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I wanted to share, from the front lines of an educator of 21 years, what I see when it comes to 

virtual learning vs. f2f learning under the current plan.  What I see each day are 27 smiling faces 

(who have had perfect attendance synchronously every single day so far this year outside of one 

student preparing for a move to another state) who are excited, engaged, and nothing short of 

amazing. We see each other's faces. We dance. We chant. We get creative. THEY LEARN. They 

are happy and they are progressing. My feedback from parents is awesome. Every late night and 

weekend full of work has been worth it. We are safe.  In a "Covid Classroom" there will be no 

dancing, no chanting and singing, and only absolutely necessary movement. As it is, I wouldn't feel 

comfortable in such a small space with so many bodies and voices, so no whole brain learning. 

Limited speaking. Less collaboration than we have now. Masks all day. Sitting in one place all day. 

A teacher who is anxious she could get sick, or worse, or bring Covid to her family. A teacher who 

feels like a failure because she cannot teach both in person and online at the same time 

successfully. A warm body. A robot.  Returning to face to face not only strips away the best aspects 

of virtual learning, it brings out the very worst of in person learning. Students who choose f2f will 

simply be learning virtually without opportunity for movement, comfort, or flexibility. Virtual learners 

will no longer have a teacher who can make learning engaging and exciting. Combine both 

scenarios with teachers who may be forced to quit their jobs, or who, at best, are anxious and afraid 

all of the time, and it is a recipe for disaster for every student in this district.  What has made me cry 

in the middle of the night is how unhappy my students are going to be once they realize the reality 

of what it's like to go to school. And for my students who stay virtual- well, I won't be the same there 

either, will I?   I won't be great to anyone.   Please keep us virtual- at least until a safer plan, which 

gives both educators and students a choice, can be created. Thank you for your time.
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Oct. 16, 20 -- 8:46: AM John Dickinson Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I urge you to reopen schools fulltime for students. Follow the model of Hanover County and give 

the choice to both students and teachers. Our teachers are amazing and if they have health or 

family situations that prohibit them from teaching at school, they should have the option and 

support to teach virtually. Same for students who may have health or family situations that prohibit 

them from attending in person school. This is actually an easy decision and works for everyone - 

simply give the students and teachers the choice to either attend school in person or virtually. 

Please call over to the school board at Hanover and follow their blueprint.

Oct. 16, 20 -- 8:53: AM Kimberly Walters Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

We would like to see a full-time, in person option for school. All over America (and even schools in 

Virginia) districts have been successfully allowing kids to be in school. Evidence has shown that 

schools are not super-spreaders of the covid virus. It seems that a hybrid approach is the worst of 

both worlds- decreased learning and increased exposure. We fully support a virtual option for those 

that choose it. We have no complaints with our teachers (and our kids have many, being in three 

different schools). However, the remote learning approach continues to take a significant toll on the 

mental well being of our kids. Their spirits and motivation are down. It’s nearly impossible to get a 

counseling appointment for professional mental support. The kids need the interaction of their 

peers, as well as sports and clubs which represent so much of their identities at these ages. 

Teenagers are certainly old enough to be left alone, but the continued isolation is hurting them. 

They cannot understand that they are able to go to nearly any restaurant, store, or even travel by 

plane to anywhere but can’t go to school. The virus isn’t going to disappear with this approach- we 

need to have a way to move forward with it in our world. Evidence around the country supports a 

full-time, in-person school option.

Oct. 16, 20 -- 10:30: AM Caroline Budwell Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Hello. We have delayed the opening of schools and have watch other districts around the state and 

country open schools responsibly and effectively. It is now time to reopen schools. Our kids are 

suffering, our parents are suffering. The online school format is not beneficial for our children. Here 

is a link to a study that has studied the effects of the reopening and found that it is going very well: 

https://thehill.com/policy/healthcare/public-global-health/517787-study-less-than-one-percent-of-

teachers-students.

Oct. 16, 20 -- 10:31: AM Tarus Woelk Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I would love to see the students in class, but I feel with flu season and holidays coming up, many 

will be visiting older family/friends and I would hate for them, or staff members, to have plans 

interrupted. I think a new year and a new start would be best all around. Plus we, teachers, have a 

lot to balance and another major shift now seems a little overwhelming prior to the holidays.
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Oct. 16, 20 -- 10:48: AM Danielle James Varina District - Alicia 

S. Atkins

Hello. First big huge Kudos to all the teachers that have rocked this virtual learning/teaching. My 

kids have really done well and are excelling this first 9 weeks. I am asking that you consider 

remaining fully virtual for the next 9 weeks. Let us get through the horrible flu season, let our kids 

stay healthy and let's start the second leg of the school year off on the right foot. This virus and 

others will be picking up in November and it just makes sense to keep everyone safe. Henrico 

County has done an amazing job at being prepared for virtual learning from day one. You are by far 

surpassing other counties. Keep your students, faculty and staff happy and healthy through the rest 

of the year!

Oct. 16, 20 -- 11:22: AM Alex Naughton Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

The return to school is an equity issue. If we return to in-person learning, staff and students at Title 

I schools will be disproportionately put at risk of contracting and spreading Covid-19. According to 

the COVID Tracking Project, in Virginia, Black people make up 19% of the population, but 25% of 

cases and 27% of deaths. Latinx people make up 9% of the population, but 29% of cases and 10% 

of deaths. Black and Latinx people are disproportionately affected by Covid-19. Therefore, because 

Black and Latinx students make up the majority of the student population at Title I schools in our 

county, teachers, staff and students at those schools are put at higher risk of contracting and 

spreading Covid-19 than those at majority White schools. In HCPS, an equity and achievement gap 

already exists between Title I/majority Black/Brown schools and non-Title I/majority White schools - 

returning to school would only widen this gap by unequally and unfairly risking the lives of those 

teachers and students.

Oct. 16, 20 -- 12:06: PM Kuntal Shah Longan Elementary I recommend that we continue virtual for the next 9 weeks. Please consider this as there are cases 

of COVID in Chesterfield and Henrico. By being virtual, we make sure that teachers have the right 

focus on kids and do not have to do multiple tasks such as inschool and virtual.

Oct. 16, 20 -- 1:25: PM Katherine Carpenter Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Please reopen schools either 5 days or 4 days (one day of cleaning) (and allow for full virtual as 

already planned for those who need it). Hybrid two days a week is too complicated with matching 

teachers and students, especially at the secondary level.   Please do not leave high school 

students behind in the second quarter. The focus has been on reopening elementary schools and 

that is important too. Yet high school students need someone to advocate for them too. They 

cannot learn AP Chemistry labs from home. AP Calculus teachers are taking leaves of absences to 

watch their own kids who need help with online learning. Practicing AP level Spanish by oneself 

does not work well.   Require masks, handwashing, and other sensible health precautions. Allow 

those ages 50 and up to teach remotely (similar to how HCA treats its nurses 50 and up by allowing 

them to work on non-Covid floors). Covid is here for the long haul and we cannot delay education 

further.
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Oct. 16, 20 -- 3:12: PM John Reaves Godwin Dear Chairman, Members of the Board, and Dr. Cashwell,    I appreciate all the work you've done 

to keep us moving forward as we explore options for how the 2020-21 school year will continue. 

Now is the worst time in my life, and I am grateful that we, as the school community, have been 

able to operate without having to make too many drastic decisions yet. However, as the year goes 

on, I am constantly haunted by the phrase, "A bad decisions is worst than no decision." It seems to 

me that we've had enough time to reflect on what amounts to a large percentage of the school year 

as virtual, to understand the death that is hovering around us as a result of a pandemic that is 

beyond our control.  The most impactful lesson I've gleaned from this period of uncertainty is that 

we need leaders to show us how to spend each day, how to treat each other, how to act as one 

Henrico family - guided by our own wisdom. I urge you to make a decision that protects all of our 

employees and students, and the countless families members who may be at the mercy of our 

county's decisions.  I also urge the School Board to consider allowing a virtual option for all 

employees whose responsibilities appropriately apply, in order to mitigate as much devastation as 

we can as a school division. There are many voices, but the voices -to me- that are the most 

important as the ones we have to seek out, the ones that are drowned out. In my work with the 

Henrico Education Association, I realize there is plenty of passion and, as always, a fair amount of 

misguided passion. However, I am always stunned by how self-less all of the worries are: these are 

professionals wanting to prioritize keeping us alive beyond all other concerns.  I'm not going to be 

humble: I'm a really good teacher. I have a great rapport with students. And I know there are certain 

student groups that are suffering more than others, and it is crucial for us to help in any way we 

can. But I cannot put too fine a point on this:   No lesson is more important than any single life in 

our Henrico family.  Because I know we are heading in the right direction, I'll end on this 

empowering quote by author Margaret Drabble: "When nothing is sure, everything is possible."  

Thank you again for your time and attention, and thank you for leading us out of the uncertainty.  All 

the best, John Reaves  English Teacher / HEA President
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Oct. 16, 20 -- 4:22: PM Sarah Cash Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

When considering moving forward into Quarter 2, I feel strongly that since everything is in place 

virtually, that it continue this way. And my views pertain mostly to MS and HS because of the 

number of kids who attend as well as the amount of changing of classes. If virtual continues and 

there is illness, it will not be necessary to quarantine. There will be no disruption like there would be 

if the students returned in person or were hybrid. My other concern about hybrid is the days the 

children are at home. I am assuming they would be on their own to learn since the teachers would 

be teaching the other group of kids live. I feel strongly about having a teacher-led lesson each class 

period as it is now. We have been pleased thus far, as has our 11th grader, with how virtual is 

working.  In addition to the impact, from a health perspective, introducing almost 1,800 students 

back to just our high school either full or part time, is the broader community impact which would be 

far reaching. An article was recently published (Sept. 30, 2020) by Princeton University titled 

"Largest COVID-19 contact tracing study to date finds children key to spread, evidence of 

superspreaders."  Thank you for your time. I am hopeful that science will dictate the decision 

moving forward.

Oct. 16, 20 -- 4:42: PM Mary-Ellen Suttle Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Will teachers get a raise next year?

Oct. 16, 20 -- 5:10: PM Lisa Langberg Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

As both a parent of two HCPS students, and a HCPS teacher, I am highly opposed to any "back-to-

the-building" solution that requires teachers to manage both in-person and virtual students 

concurrently. I do not want this as a parent for my children, and I do not want this as a teacher for 

my students. This model will be limited by BOTH the technology/distance issues, and also the face-

to-face health and safety requirements. Teachers trying to teach to both groups simultaneously will 

not be able to provide good teaching to EITHER group. While I understand the value of maintaining 

student-teaching relationships, I would prefer a positive learning environment that actually permits 

good teaching to occur (even with a new teacher), over an untenable situation with the same 

teacher. Furthermore, your teachers have worked countless extra hours and lost months of sleep in 

order to get up to speed in this virtual environment. We are just now starting to hit our stride. I ask 

that you please consider the effects your decision will have on the health, wellbeing, and motivation 

of your teaching force.
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Oct. 16, 20 -- 8:19: PM Suzanne Heller Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Please do the right thing for these kids and allow parents the choice of sending kids back full time. 

Medical research, the CDC, and the American Academy of Pediatrics all have stated that the 

benefits of in person learning outweigh the risks of covid. Our children are suffering educationally 

and emotionally. To date there has only been 1 pediatric death in the entire state of Virginia. How 

many deaths from suicide, overdose, or

abuse have occurred since the start of this pandemic? The goal of the shut down was to flatten the 

curve. We have done that! There will never be zero risk. The flu kills children every year yet we 

send our kids to school and many don’t even get a flu vaccine! What is the end game here? Do the 

right thing for your community and allow the choice for students to be back.

Oct. 17, 20 -- 8:50: AM Victoria Hammond Brookland Middle 

School

Time and again, we have seen schools across the nation reopen and then have to close again 

soon after due to COVID outbreaks, endangering the lives of students, faculty/staff, and families of 

students. If even one person dies due to reopening, is it really worth it? I know that virtual teaching 

is by no means the most effective way to reach our students, but reopening schools in a full or 

hybrid status will do nothing but endanger the lives of our community. Please continue our 

completely virtual schooling.

Oct. 17, 20 -- 11:55: AM Jessie Sanborn Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Once again, I am writing to express my support for an option of in person school to be given to our 

families. As a teacher in the county and a mother of four HCPS students, I think our students 

desperately need to return to in person learning. I teach second grade and am immensely grateful 

for all the support we have had in teaching virtually, but it is not the same. About half of my 

students are reading 2-3 grade levels below 2nd grade! This is not going to get better until they 

return to face to face school. I know there are many hurdles to returning to in person learning. Many 

teachers are not in favor of it. My unpopular opinion is that the teachers shouldn’t get to decide. 

Our mission is to educate students, not please teachers. No one asks the grocery store clerks or 

doctors office employees if they want to work virtually or not. They just needed to come back. So do 

we. Because it is best for our students. In addition, many of our teachers do not live in Henrico. 

They don’t vote in Henrico or pay taxes here. Some are even sending their students to face to face 

school In their own counties while fighting to say virtual in Henrico. I know the logistics of going 

back are daunting; however, just because we will have to work hard does not seem to be a reason 

not to serve our students and families. If our surrounding counties can do it, I feel like we do not 

have a leg to stand on for not offering an in person option. Those who do not feel comfortable 

coming back can certainly stay home if that is what they choose. Thank you for all that you are 

doing!
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Oct. 18, 20 -- 1:49: PM Julianne Marcus Hungary Creek Middle 

School, Skipwith ES, 

Three Chopt ES

Everyone wants to go back to school!! The parent and staff survey made it clear that HCPS will return in 

person in some manner during the 2nd nine weeks. Please reconsider this decision. Going back to school is 

not beneficial to anyone (students, parents, staff). There will be no way to discriminate between the flu and 

COVID. Children will come to school to infect overworked teachers and cause additional stress in their 

teacher's teammate's lives. People who are stressed have decreased immune system levels. No matter how 

much self-care occurs, everyone has a breaking point.  HCPS has discussed equality/inequality as a 

significant issue that needs to be addressed. How will equality be maintained if one classroom, one school, 

school closures in the West, Central, and East End vary? The media will have a field day with inequality. Let's 

not end up in the news.  Primarily looking at our locality as the primary data for the return to school in person, 

in any form, is a mistake. The sharing of COVID is guaranteed to increase during two major Holidays. The 

holidays occur during the 2nd 9-weeks of school. Family members will travel from different states to VA to 

share meals and conversations (and potentially COVID). Asymptomatic carriers have been proven through 

science to be a significant source of spread amongst other people. Levels of COVID continue to grow in many 

states.  Other places of employment where there are significant numbers of individuals have tried the return to 

work in rotations and that has not worked. Businesses have taken precautions seriously. They have used 

plexiglass barriers, stickers as visual reminders to promote distancing, entrance with masks only, and days or 

hours dedicated to deep cleaning. Doctors only allow a few people into the building at a time. People wait in 

their cars for their appointment. In my opinion, the only viable solution is to put off returning to protect 

everyone.  Many adults in the community and in the HCPS community only partially wear his/her masks or 

take mask breaks. I, personally, have felt uncomfortable several times due to the lack of mask etiquette while 

in the parking lot and in the building. Even with a handful of students in the building, HCPS employees are 

getting COVID.  Last and literally most importantly, how will students' social-emotional health be affected by 

teachers who are fearful to go near them?  
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Oct. 18, 20 -- 2:05: PM Taz Hines Tuckahoe Middle / 

Freeman High

I am in favor of going back but only if it makes sense and is done safely. Henrico County and 

Henrico County Schools have published in multiple places that 6' distance is what we need to be 

doing. Go to the COVID-19 info page for the county and you'll see that distance quoted in multiple 

resources. I don't think you all are able to come up with a workable solution using that distance 

though, so you're looking at 3'. That's not cool. In developing a plan, you need to start with following 

the best practices - if you can't come up with something workable, then you have to stay virtual.  I 

hear a lot of people saying that teachers need to go back to the schools, that other people in other 

professions have had to go back, so why should teachers be treated special? I think that point has 

merit. But you're not asking teachers to go back just like everyone else. The plans you've floated 

for teachers include a 3' distance instead of 6' and require them to eat unmasked with students. 

Nobody in private industry is being asked to do that. If people are sincere about wanting teachers to 

return to in person on the basis that others have had to do so, then lets make sure we offer the 

teachers a solution that has the same protections that other professions have been given.

Oct. 18, 20 -- 4:18: PM Rebecca G Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

I am opposed to the return to face to face instruction for the second 9 weeks for both safety and 

educational reasons. According to the Virginia Department of Health, Henrico’s total number of 

cases has placed us in the “High Risk” category, our percent positivity is steadily increasing, and 

our percent change in new cases has placed us in the “Highest Risk” category. Given these rising 

statistics, spacing our children in a 3 foot distance as opposed to the CDC recommended 6 foot 

distance places the students and teachers at an increased risk. Educationally, face to face 

instruction will lead to a change in student schedules and less overall instructional time for the 

students. These changes will disrupt the routines they have spent the past 6 weeks establishing 

with their teachers and classmates.  

Oct. 18, 20 -- 5:53: PM Claire Stiles Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

Thank you Kristi Kinsella for all your hard work and listening to all of our concerns in the Brookland 

District. We appreciate you!
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Oct. 18, 20 -- 6:40: PM Kari King Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Thank you School Board Members for taking the time to read my comments. I am not only a parent 

of a school age child, but a teacher in the Brookland District as well. I teach first grade and I am 

very excited to say my students are getting the hang of this virtual learning thing! They consistently 

"come" to school every day and I have worked tirelessly to make sure they are able to access all 

the appropriate technology to make our days run smoothly. It's working! They are learning! I have 

no problem with some small group or one one one in-person learning after school lets out at 12:35. 

I think this is a great way to keep everyone safe and also meet everyone's needs. But I can assure 

you that I will not be able to keep kids wearing their masks properly and social distancing in my 

classroom. There is not enough room and there is not enough me. I see adults EVERY DAY who 

wear their masks improperly or not at all. But kids should be held to a higher standard than we hold 

ourselves? I also worry about those plexiglass barriers. Do you know how often a school box 

crashes to the floor during a regular elementary school day? Those barriers will be falling so much 

they will break the sound barrier! But most of all I'm worried the kids will come to hate school. I am 

FUN on the computer. I joke, we laugh, I read stories in funny voices, we dance. When I am 

dealing with EXTREME anxiety about bringing sickness home to my family, do you think I'll be 

joking and laughing? Will I be able to read in funny voices through my mask and my face shield? 

And how can we dance six feet apart? It won't be normal. What we are doing now is more normal 

than what in person learning is sure to look like. At least for now. Most meetings and gatherings in 

my world right now are still virtual, with no end in sight. Church and Sunday School, committees, 

board meetings, Pampered Chef parties, faculty meetings... all virtual. And you haven't even seen 

what I'm capable of yet! This year, we have had to give three reading assessments and a math one 

as well so I haven't even been able to start my small groups yet. Give me a chance to show you 

that this can work and work well! Let's keep everyone safe and continue what is working now. 

Thank you.

Oct. 18, 20 -- 9:18: PM Loreen Hitch Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

I am writing to voice strong support for remaining virtual for the 2nd nine weeks. Without a doubt, 

the best way for students to learn and for teachers to teach is in-person. The coronavirus has 

caused us all to modify our everyday lives. Rather than rush to get both faculty and students back 

in schools, it is important to recognize that we are entering the beginning of flu season with this 

year being complicated with the voracious spread of the coronavirus.  Additionally, evaluating the 

return to schools from just a calendar standpoint, if we all go back on November 16, we will be in 

school for seven days before the Thanksgiving break (high potential contagion exposure/spread). 

We will then return to school (more potential contagion exposure/spread) after visiting with families 

and others for only three weeks until we begin Winter Break. With the back-and-forth nature of 

these breaks it simply doesn’t make sense to return full time to school until the second half of the 

year. It certainly wouldn’t hurt anything to remain cautious and see what the Fall and beginning of 

Winter bring in terms of sickness before bringing everyone back to school.
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Oct. 19, 20 -- 12:42: AM Stephanie Anderson Varina District - Alicia 

S. Atkins

With flu season coming in full swing soon (my son tested positive for the flu Nov 20th last year) and 

Covid cases trending up across the country I don’t see it as a good thing for the kids and teachers 

to go back the second nine weeks. When forced to make a choice we chose the two day a week 

option for my son (8th grade Elko MS) but, ONLY because he fears that his learning experience will 

no be the same if he chooses all virtual learning which he is doing great and with. In our family of 4, 

3 of us have asthma and the other has hypertension. We also have to provide care or assistance at 

least once weekly for his great grandmother who has congestive heart failure. We would like to 

know IF we wish to stay virtual the rest of first semester will he be forced to change teachers, 

classes, schedules OR will he be learning parallel to those children who choose in person learning. 

This is something we must know the answer to so that we can make the best decision for my son 

and the health of our family. Thank you.

Oct. 19, 20 -- 8:55: AM Sara Carr Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I have been struggling with this comment due to the character limits. I'd like to point out that 

although it's not perfect, virtual learning is working. Students are participating successfully, 

including young students and exceptional education students. We have just hit our stride with 

learning the tech and transitions, and a transition to in person will be like starting the year all over 

again just as we have settled into a routine. The time it takes to get accustomed to the in person 

routine will take even longer currently due to the Thanksgiving and Winter breaks that will further 

punctuate the second nine weeks, not to mention the increased community spread potential due to 

family gatherings associated with these breaks. It would be better to start that transition after the 

holidays at the beginning of second semester. On top of this the science is not on our side with 

community cases on the rise, an expected second wave coming in the winter months, and cold and 

flu season about to begin. On top of these facts I am still not confident in the county's proposed 

safety measures. No amount of PPE will make up for the fact that the virus is aerosolized and the 

school HVAC and ventilation systems are not advanced enough to circulate air appropriately to 

mitigate the build up of virus during a 6-7 hour school day even at their peak performance whether 

students are wearing masks the majority of the day or not. No amount of procedure or precaution 

will make it feasible or developmentally appropriate for our young students to stay at a desk 6 ft 

apart for that time either (not to mention that the proposal of 3 ft has no basis in science). I am also 

disturbed by the guidance that has been provided that if we move 6 ft from a student before 15 

minutes has passed and come back to that same student later, that the exposure time is not 

cumulative even if we remain in the same room the whole time. That does not seem to follow the 

science of an aerosolized virus either. I think it's important for the continuity of learning and the 

safety of all to stay the course for 2nd nine weeks and vote virtual.
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Oct. 19, 20 -- 9:48: AM Julie Atlas Varina District - Alicia 

S. Atkins

Please consider:  1-Virtual way to speak at School Board Meetings.  2-Lack of safety when eating unmasked 

in a classroom 2-3 times per day. CDC states people having eaten in a restaurant are 2x as likely to have 

contracted COVID. Tents outside may be one possible solution.  3-Flushing systems helps with mold, not 

virus load. Viral load is decreased only in a negative pressure situation.  4-Define “adequate” PPE. Pencils 

are necessary for learning and instruction. 12 per year is not "adequate." 5-Bathrooms often are without soap 

and tp, how will hand sanitizer, cleaning supplies and other PPE replenished? Our personal cleaning supplies 

were taken from us without consent and not replaced because the county did not have “adequate” supplies.  6-

Students must go through 2 heavy doors to access sinks at HSES. Faucets must also be held on, so proper 

handwashing can't occur.  7-Exposure/Contact-If a student is sitting greater than 6 feet from their teacher and 

tests positive, will the teacher be notified? Quarantined?  8-Attendance: I read that the district was unable to 

track this compared to last year. This is not based on facts, as attendance is one of the criteria used for 

accreditation for the state. I know that most schools seem to have lower suspension rates and a lower 

absenteeism rate w/online instruction.  9-According to HR, ADA Accommodations to remain virtual for 

employees will likely not be honored, regardless of reasons. This could be the case if teachers are required to 

work from the building even if they do NOT work with students directly or if instruction stays online.  10-

Number of employees:6,600.If all acquire COVID, with the current death rate of 4.5%, 237 dead. If only 5% of 

our employees contract COVID (current inf. rate in VA)-330. If 4.5 % die; 15 deaths. Who are you going to 

choose to die?  Don't make me choose between my life, my family's lives, and my career. Keep us home until 

it is safe and there is a vaccine. It is counterintuitive to bring us back 7 days before Thanksgiving break, gone 

5 days, back 3 weeks, gone 2 weeks. Families will be gather which encourages the spread. You already ask 

us to stand between our students and a bullet. You ask us to protect them in a hurricane, tornado, fire, from 

domestic violence, and from all other harm. You can't control these things, but you CAN control this situation. 

Don't force us to play Russian Roulette with our lives or lose our careers. Don't make us return until it is safe.  
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Oct. 19, 20 -- 11:07: AM Whitney Hatcher Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I urge the school board and all Henrico County Public Schools leadership to look at current health 

data to see that sending students and teachers back into schools in November is premature at 

best. The CDC has recently declared that COVID is airborne, and without proper ventilation (which 

many, or possibly all, classrooms do not have) plus masks and 6ft+ distancing (NOT 3ft), the 

aerosolized virus will remain in the air and travel around plexiglass partitions. Infection rates are 

already on the rise, and experts predict that November and December will have the highest 

infection rates that the US has seen. Our current rates are higher now than they were in July, when 

the school board voted to protect all Henrico students, teachers, and other stakeholders by voting 

to commit to a virtual start. The rates are far higher than they were in March when Henrico made 

the responsible decision to close even before school closure was mandated in Virginia. I urge you 

to keep the safety of ALL students, teachers, staff, and families in mind and vote to continue the 

predominantly virtual plan currently in effect. Everyone wants to get our students and teachers back 

into classrooms, but ONLY when it is safe. It is simply not safe at this point. When there is a 

vaccine, or at the very least a reliably effective treatment, and infection rates stay consistently low, 

when it is actually safe to do so, then and only then, a plan should be developed to bring students 

and teachers back into schools.

Oct. 19, 20 -- 11:10: AM Stacey Edmonds Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I am a teacher at Holladay. Because our school is over capacity, I will be teaching in a single wide 

trailer this year. In this single wide trailer, there is no bathroom, no sink, and no soap. In addition, 

there are not windows that can open to allow ventilation. The dimensions of the trailer are much 

narrower than a regular classroom. For all of these reasons, it concerns me to bring all of the 

students back to school at one time. The way the trailer is designed, the common space for 

students during regular school (Non-Covid) is to have the projection space and white boards 

opposing each other across the narrower point of the room. I will not be able to utilize this space for 

sharing information/material with the entire group. It will be extremely difficult to design a learning 

environment conducive to teaching a larger group of students. I understand that we have hand 

sanitizer, but it is not a substitute for washing hands with soap and water. In order to do that, it 

requires ALL of us to go into the building, wait in the hallways at a safe distance and enter the 

common bathrooms 1 student at a time. This is a large waste of the instructional day.
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Oct. 19, 20 -- 1:48: PM Melissa Spaulding Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

Please advocate for our teachers and the safety of all students and remain vigilant in virtual 

learning. Holidays are coming, where families will gather (in spite of CDC recommendations - we 

are all human). Colder months will bring coughs and colds, adding possible COVID outbreaks due 

to weakened immunities. I want my 9th grader in school - but want him safe and healthy. I don't 

want him to compromise the teachers he has bonded with, as well as his classmates and their 

families. Please revisit hybrid learning in 3Q. Keep what you have in place now - bringing in small 

groups of those with special needs or the younger grades. I know some teachers and others are 

resigning. Please advocate for your teachers so you retain staff. Be well and thank you for 

considering my comments in this pandemic. These are not easy decisions!

Oct. 19, 20 -- 3:08: PM kristen martin Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I don't understand the push to return to school right before two holiday breaks. People will be 

traveling and taking germs to their families and bringing them back to school when they return. 

Teachers and administration have worked so hard to make this platform work, and they are all just 

hitting their stride in productivity. My children, 3rd and 5th grade, are both learning and are highly 

engaged. Why change now right before medical experts are projecting "the next 6 to 12 weeks are 

going to be the darkest of the entire pandemic" (quote from Dr. Osterholm, director of Center for 

Infectious Disease Research and Policy at University of Minnesota). I would like to see random 

testing and more stringent quarantine and testing requirements for students and staff with 

symptoms.  I'm very concerned about the health of teachers and staff. I don't think their choices are 

fair, and we have to protect their health and safety. Another concern of mine is changes to my 

children's teachers. Friends of mine in Chesterfield are seeing class roster changes frequently, and 

some students may have more than 2 teachers this year. That is way more disruptive than virtual 

learning. That's why those claiming they just want a choice aren't acknowledging the following: a 

face to face scenario would create changes in the class rosters, create more work for teachers if 

they are asked to teach virtually and face to face simultaneously, and create a disadvantage for the 

kids learning virtually, b/c they likely won't receive the same attention as face to face students.   

Lastly, I worry about the families that are relying on YMCA program to help with childcare/virtual 

learning proctoring if schools are open. Will there still be low cost, safe options for them? I realize 

this is not the job of public schools and reveals the need for more community support from 

government for childcare, but still I wanted to mention that this will be an issue. Covid negatively 

impacts people of color and lower income communities disproportionately more than white people 

and higher income communities . Are efforts being made to specifically gauge the feelings on a 

return to school from the communities most adversely affected? This should be a priority in 

planning efforts. Thank you for taking the time to thoughtfully consider what is best for our students, 

teachers, and staff.  
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Oct. 19, 20 -- 4:54: PM Shyanna Hicks Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella, 

Fairfield District - 

Roscoe D. Cooper, III

It is absolutely unsafe at this time for the students to return to school. There has been no vaccine or 

any major changes to ensure safety. Not only are the students unsafe but the teachers and staff 

are as well. It is unfair that an educator has to choose between their health/life and their livelihood. 

Education can be made up, lives cannot be replaced. Realistically students are NOT gonna 

practice social distancing no matter what the school tries to assure. The transmission rate is rising 

because schools have prematurely opened and will only get worse through flu season. Don’t 

contribute to rising rates.

Oct. 19, 20 -- 5:20: PM Stephanie Hiss Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

We are against returning to in-person school for MP2 for the following reasons:  1. As of Oct. 13, the Central 

Va region’s “burden” is back into the “high” zone calculating the likelihood for transmission. It's irresponsible to 

go back in-person when the likelihood of COVID transmission is high.  2. A recent CDC study found that 

adults who tested positive for Covid-19 were about twice as likely to have dined at a restaurant in the 14 days 

before becoming ill than those who tested negative. Eating lunch in classrooms with students and teachers 

unmasked puts both teachers and students at a higher risk of contracting COVID.  3. Research suggests that 

aerosolized COVID can linger in the air for hours and the ability of ventilation systems to filter the air properly 

are important. Have the ventilation systems of HCPS schools been upgraded to filter aerosolized COVID?  4. 

It's not possible for high school students to change classes and maintain the recommended 6-feet of social 

distancing.  5. Dr. Avula said “As kids come back to school . . . it is not reasonable to expect that we won’t 

have any cases.” So, that means that students who are in in-person school will have to go back to virtual 

learning to quarantine after exposure to those who test positive for COVID. This will be disruptive for students 

to have to be going back and forth from in-person schooling to virtual. The least disruptive schooling is to 

remain virtual.  6. Going back in-person at the start of flu season, for one week at the start of MP2, then 

having Thanksgiving Break, when families will be spending time with extended family, is not responsible. 

Students will also be back in school for three weeks before the two-week winter break, similarly contributing to 

COVID spread.  7. Virtual school is working for us. We are concerned the quality of virtual school will suffer if 

teachers must teach both in-person and virtually. For my son, three of his classes are taught by the one 

teacher in the school who teaches the class (two specialty center classes and one band class).  I ask would 

you be willing to go to school and shadow a student for several days. Would you be willing to sit in a high 

school classroom, change classes in the hallways and eat in a classroom where no one is masked?   For 

these reasons, we ask to delay returning to in-person school until the holiday breaks are over, the height of flu 

season is over AND the Central Va likelihood of transmission is no longer in the “high” zone.  
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Oct. 19, 20 -- 5:25: PM Karen Tucker Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

Members of the School Board, please consider our students' mental and emotional wellness as you 

vote for the upcoming nine weeks. We are finding that hours of on screen learning physically apart 

from friends and teachers is tedious, draining, and much less effective for our middle and high 

school children. Please keep in mind that our students need movement and interaction between 

classes with friends in order to stay engaged and productive. We can take physical measures to 

protect students, teachers, and staff from Covid, as we see in the video HCPS has given us. As 

parents, we can enforce cooperation with these measures. I feel much less able to control the 

psychological well being of our students when we go to work and leave our students at home for 

hours in front of a computer, 5 days a week. I appreciate the county's efforts, but our students are 

frustrated and sapped of energy with completely virtual learning. Our teens want to go back to 

school! Thank you again for all of your energy and efforts.

Oct. 19, 20 -- 5:29: PM Michele Mancuso Deep Run High School Please consider allowing the students to return to school. Sitting in their rooms 5 days per week (or 

any room in the house) is difficult both mentally and physically. Screen time for the students is so 

high. Its socially isolating to be alone this much. I believe the kids are old enough to act like young 

adults and follow the rules. They understand safety and what it means to adults and their teachers. 

Give them a chance to go back and prove it.

Oct. 19, 20 -- 5:35: PM Kathryn Ray Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Please let those families who need their kids to go back attend in person for the second nine 

weeks. If only half of the students return based on the survey, then there is sufficient reason to let 

those who need to return ample social distancing to slow for a safe return to school. My elementary 

age kids are suffering in their grades and self esteem that they previously did not experience with in 

person learning. I am a single parent and am juggling too many things already to then have to 

consider childcare and homeschooling what they are missing from virtual learning.

Oct. 19, 20 -- 5:50: PM Rebecca Kilpatrick Varina District - Alicia 

S. Atkins

I implore you not to open up schools to in person. It is grossly negligent to do so when it is 

impossible to keep children and staff safe. I have heard you have spent an obscene amount of 

money purchasing plastic shields for desks, for instance - an act that does exactly NOTHING to 

prevent transmission of the virus and is performative in intent and truly wasteful. I have read 

through the teachers' comments from the surgery and am appalled that they are having to choose 

between quitting or providing for their families by putting their lives on the line. You have no 

workable plan, no ability to keep everyone safe and I find it revolting that going in person is even 

being considered at this moment.

Oct. 19, 20 -- 5:56: PM Jennifer McGee Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I am very concerned about virtual learning for my children who have IEPs . I don’t feel that the 

virtual learning provides enough support for them. They are struggling!! If Henrico County 

continues virtual learning how will they better assist those with IEPs to prevent them from being left 

behind.
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Oct. 19, 20 -- 6:02: PM Devi Balagopal Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Please do take into consideration the current increase in Covid numbers,when coming to a 

decision,Also,in case of a decision to go for a in person learning,please do ensure that those 

students opting for virtual learning due to various reasons,are not left behind in their learning and 

are able to do so with just as much quality of education as it has been in the first 9 weeks of 

learning. Thank you!

Oct. 19, 20 -- 6:11: PM WENDY TILBURY Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

My teens are being negatively affected by distance learning in extreme ways. 1. They are greatly 

suffering from the lack of social interaction with their classmates and teachers. This is causing 

them to experience depression which is negatively affecting them with a lack of motivation for 

learning and all activities. They have never experienced depression, and it is having a negative 

impact on their bodies (mental and physical) which is not a good path continue going down as it can 

lead to suicide etc. They are not at that point, but are there others who are?? 2. My children are 

suffering from eye strain and headaches from staring at a computer screen for hours on end. 3. My 

teens are not motivated to learn nor are they getting the high quality of education that DRHS was 

once recognized for. This questionnaire was submitted to parents and teachers too early. Other VA 

counties had just started back to school, and it takes time to gather data to see if everyone has 

remained healthy overall, which they have been. On any given day, Mathematically speaking the # 

of Co-vid cases out of 8.5 mil in VA is less than 1%, thus 99%+ are healthy -- especially kids. 

Statistically there's no good reason not to conduct in-person learning. Math and Science is proving 

that it is safe to open. We can continue to be vigilant in sanitation to stop the spread of any of virus. 

We must continue to build herd-immunity to combat all viruses. All of our children have been 

affected the greatest by this 7 month long quarantine with little to no social interaction with peers. 

School rules have always dictated that the sick stay home, not the healthy whom we're punishing. It 

is time to open the doors to in-person learning, get back on track academically so that our children 

can receive the highly acclaimed education that Henrico has boasted. It's time to save our children 

from depression etc. and allow them to live their lives as strong people. We are teaching our 

children to react in fear and run and hide when confronted with something terrifying rather than to 

face it head on and figure out a solution to defeating it. I implore you to open the schools all 5 days. 

The spread has been curtailed and we have preventive measures in place. It's time to get back to 

school. My Senior deserves a great end to his public schooling too. Thank you for hearing my 

concerns as the parent of two HS teens.
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Oct. 19, 20 -- 7:45: PM Kenny Lucas Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I am strongly urging the school board to continue virtual learning through the second nine weeks of the 

academic year. I have children at Moody and Freeman, and am married to a Gayton Elementary teacher. All 

of us desperately want to return to the classroom. However, I feel that such a return, if attempted next month, 

may jeopardize the health and well-being of students, faculty and staff.   HCPS has done a wonderful job 

adjusting to the COVID 19 situation. In a short period of time, the county has developed a virtual learning 

system that endeavors to meet the needs of the entire county. This system can only improve. Why should we 

abandon it now?  In the last two weeks, the total cases of COVID 19 have doubled. Percent positive will 

surely follow. Health experts have predicted that as we move indoors, cases will continue to rise, and their 

predictions are being borne out. Although I applaud HCPS' mitigation efforts, they won't be enough. They 

can't. I've seen the desks arranged in elementary classrooms -- they are three feet apart, not six. How is it 

possible to get 20 second graders to keep their hands off of their faces and properly wear masks? How can 

students eat outdoors or have outdoor classes in December and January? And when, not if, but when a 

student or staff member becomes positive? I have yet to see a detailed response plan made public for 

parents and staff.   My wife will return to work if requested. She has told me she is worried about becoming 

infected, but she would not choose to be a "virtual teacher" because she is more worried about losing her 

current position or our vitally important health insurance. I am sure that the recent survey did not try to present 

her choice as working or retirement, but that is how it felt.  Covid will be with us for more than the immediate 

future. It will not go away. But, why, when we have an evolving, improving virtual system would we send our 

students and staff back at what may be the most vicious part of the pandemic? Why not wait nine weeks 

when we will have more information, more therapeutics, and the benefit of warm weather to help us mitigate 

as many infection factors as possible. My heart truly breaks for the students losing out on their first year, their 

last year, any moment of their HCPS career. And I know that virtual learning is easier for me than for others. 

But we all have one thing in common -- our health; and I hope the Board will make that their priority in this 

very important decision.   

Oct. 19, 20 -- 8:11: PM Linda Shibley Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

I, and many others find it "hard to believe" ...a little more than 1/2 of Henrico parents do not want to 

send their kids back into school!! Are these numbers "skewed"??? SCIENCE proves kids are 

SAFE returning to the classroom. PRIVATE SCHOOLS, and surrounding counties are,, and have 

returned with NO issues. Our kids education and emotional health deserve better than virtual 

learnimg!!!
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Oct. 19, 20 -- 8:26: PM Dianne Boyd Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I am a grad of HCPS & both of my children graduated from HCPS. I have been active in supporting the 

schools for approximately 30 years through volunteering, funding, & various events helping students & faculty. 

My daughter has been a hardworking & loyal employee for 14 years. She has seen growth in students & 

teachers as they have embraced the virtual experience this first 9 weeks. Teachers have worked extremely 

hard coupled with the help from Innovative Learning & Technology Departments to work out problems. They 

have experienced great success with the virtual learning program. Long hours (not on the clock) have been 

devoted to provide the best possible outcome for students. Many students are becoming independent & 

responsible as a result of the new platform. Some are actually more engaged due to classroom management 

& removal of bullying situations. Quiet children that previously did not participate are blossoming. For many 

this has been a positive experience.  COVID cases are still not under control. The cases may be fluctuating 

but coupled with holidays taking place in the 2nd 9 week time frame & winter sicknesses, it could really be 

dangerous for students, staff, & the family of all concerned. We are constantly being alerted to this fact daily 

in news updates. Many children are being raised in households with their grandparents or being raised solely 

by their grandparents who are more susceptible to the disease & potentially catastrophic outcomes. This is a 

reality as many families are economically challenged & the entire school is on free meal programs to make 

ends meet. How horrible it would be for a child to have the guilt of infecting the only person that has provided 

the necessities of life for them or given them stability. It could cause long lasting emotional problems on some 

especially if long term complications or a death resulted from this situation. This could alter the entire future of 

those students.  I believe reopening schools should not be considered at this time. It is evident that COVID 

numbers change daily & with increased indoor activities are very likely to increase. Virtual learning is stable & 

working well across the county. HCPS has dedicated, extremely capable, & professional employees that are 

working continually to provide the best education possible for the children of Henrico County. Everyone wants 

to see the students succeed. Let us keep the 2nd 9 weeks virtual until everyone can be safe.  

Oct. 19, 20 -- 8:41: PM Christine Mathews Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I know of a number of teachers who would be at high risk if they are required to go back to in 

person teaching. It is inappropriate to put them in the position of having to choose between risking 

their lives and keeping their jobs. It’s not safe for the kids to go back either, and I have heard 

nothing that convinces me that any plan to have some kids in person and some virtual would be 

anything other than chaos. I know virtual learning isn’t ideal, but it’s not worth the risk at this time to 

send people back into the school buildings any more than already happening. Special needs kids 

and tech kids need to be there at least some of the time; the rest do not. Please be wise and keep 

us safe!
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Oct. 19, 20 -- 9:35: PM Nicholas Dzienny Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

As a teacher in the county, I would just like to know why the comments from the staff survey were 

on the questionnaire website when staff were alerted, but since have been removed when the 

information was made available to the general public. I hope there is a good explanation that I’m 

not considering.  As we know from an email from Dr. Cashwell last week, the county has 

acknowledged that many teachers thought the survey was leading and unfair in its questioning. 

Because of this, we had to provide context for our answers in the comments section. Reading 

through these comments gave me a strong feeling of solidarity with my peers in the county and also 

gave massive insight into how so many of them are being affected in different ways. I was initially 

excited that the public would get this glimpse of us as humans struggling through this pandemic, 

but the comments were soon removed. Knowing how teacher's felt, but posting the results of the 

staff survey without the comments seems misleading to me. This has already been a very 

frustrating year where it’s been hard to feel like we’re being heard as teachers, and now that our 

important comments are being removed, it almost feels like we’re being silenced. I understand that 

the county is feeling a lot of pressure from all sides at the moment, but I just wanted to make sure 

that my feelings are being heard, and to better understand the county’s actions.  Thank you for your 

consideration,   - Nick Dzienny
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Oct. 19, 20 -- 10:26: PM Rachel Druff Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

As both an HCPS employee and parent, virtual instruction is working. As both an HCPS employee 

and parent, I feel compelled to express my concerns about a potential return to in-person 

instruction. The concerns I have listed below only scratch the surface of my concerns, but I hope 

give you some serious things to consider.-My students, most of whom are 3 years old and have 

Autism, are going to struggle with wearing masks. Given that and how much we’ve learned about 

the aerosolization of this virus, how are we going to be safe inside a classroom with them for hours 

at a time? We are being told that as long as we move more than 6 feet away from our students 

every 14 minutes, we are not considered to have been in close contact or at risk. This idea is taking 

the CDC guidance completely out of context. Being close to my students is required to teach them 

and absolutely will mean that I am in close contact with them all day long. While I appreciate the 

efforts to secure PPE for us (plexiglass, gowns, gloves), these items are not going to prevent me 

from potentially being exposed to a high level of virus from my students who are not wearing 

masks. There has been so much recent guidance about how being inside without masks is one of 

the riskiest things a person can do right now. Yet, that’s precisely what I would be asked to do if we 

were to return to in-person instruction. We need to be focused on changes to air quality and 

ventilation, such as HEPA filters for each classroom. -The flow chart for when a student is allowed 

to be at school/return to school is extremely concerning. The idea that a student can come to 

school, even after exposure to a Covid positive person (if there wasn’t *close contact), if the child is 

asymptomatic and fever free is dangerous. It’s already been shown that children are often 

asymptomatic and many Covid positive people never get a fever. In order to keep everyone safe, 

students who have been exposed should be required to have a negative test prior to returning to 

school.If we are told to return to in-person instruction, I may have to make the heart-breaking 

choice to leave this lifelong passion and career behind to protect my family.

Oct. 19, 20 -- 10:29: PM Shawn Wilkinson Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

We have twin girls in 1st grade at Tuckahoe Elementary. While I know the teachers have been 

tirelessly working to make this virtual experience a success, this is not a sustainable situation for 

the younger student population.  Virtual learning is toughest for the younger student population. If 

children can't read or write, how exactly is it fair to set the expectation that they should be able to 

type? Younger kids just can’t learn this way.  I noticed that there were no options to specifically 

focus on the younger student population in the survey. For example, the option to send K-3 

students back, since they are at such a disadvantage (from a learning perspective as well as a 

child-care perspective for many families). At the minimum, I sincerely hope that the board is 

considering options starting with getting our youngest kids back in the classroom, just as other 

surrounding school divisions throughout the Commonwealth are doing.  Is a phased-in approach, 

starting with primary grades, a consideration?  
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Oct. 20, 20 -- 7:22: AM Kuntal Shah Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

We would love for kids to be virtual for the rest of 2020 to prevent spread of virus and taking into 

consideration older parents at home who would be susceptible to the virus as kids are generally 

asymtomatic.

Oct. 20, 20 -- 9:25: AM Jessica Snodgrass Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

Please open all schools for students to attend as they see fit. Private schools and neighboring 

counties found a way to bring their students, teachers, and staff back without any reported hot 

spots - Henrico should be able to do the same. Our children need to get back into society and at 

this point, many have to learn how to be around people again. Continuing with the virtual-only 

option for the older, "low-risk" students will continue to cause a decline in mental health and social 

skills.  As a community, we deserve an option to move past the fear of venturing out into public and 

get on with our lives. Please don't allow a few appointed officials to make decisions on our behalf 

based on numbers that have yet to be proven and verified.  

Oct. 20, 20 -- 10:04: AM Katie Czyszczon Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I am concerned the survey was not conducted correctly to represent the information the school 

board was seeking. With 3 unique options, it is likely many families said no to 2 of the options and 

1 to another. This clearly would inflate the total "no return " numbers. Can you please identify the 

number of unique families out of all respondents that said yes to at least one of the 3 options ? I 

think this would MUCH better represent the true desire of the community. If that is still 50%, well 

great. Now we have adequate space and resources for those who wish to return. Wearing masks in 

a school environment is far safer for many of our children than non masked pods, indoor sporting 

events and day care settings. Its time to send the youngest children back to something.  

Oct. 20, 20 -- 10:24: AM Kristen OSullivan Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

As a parent of a high schooler and previous educator, I hope that you will consider the health of the 

students and staff when making the decision. The predictions for the health crisis to worsen are 

becoming more prevalent. In an era of unknowns, staying the course which is working (though less 

than ideal) is a better option than trying something new too soon (in hopes of ideal). Please 

consider that the pressure to return to in-person learning is in some ways a pressure to make 

everything feel ok. However, it will not feel ok if we then have to close down again, if we have high 

absentee rates by children and teachers, and it really will not feel ok if we loose a staff member to 

this disease.
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Oct. 20, 20 -- 11:43: AM Teresa Clemens Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

We are very much in favor of having our children return to the classroom for in-person learning 

(with mandatory masks and all of the necessary precautions for safety in place) for all of the 

advantages it offers over virtual learning. We believe that our teachers are doing an amazing job, 

and we are so appreciative of their hard work. However, virtual learning is most definitely not ideal 

as it offers an extremely passive form of learning, it does not meet social and emotion needs of 

students, and it comes with a lot of technical difficulties and other frustrations and limitations.  That 

being said, if the option for in-person learning involves our children having different teachers, then 

we are in no way in favor of that option. Being part of a classroom and seeing their same teacher 

lead them in instruction daily provides structure and consistency for students during an already 

stressful time. Also, any sort of virtual learning that is not teacher-directed does not seem like a 

good option, especially for lower elementary grades.  Regarding the survey, we could not 

accurately vote on an option without all of the specifics. At this point, our vote would be for the least 

disruptive option for our students (and I’m assuming this would also be advantageous for teachers 

to not disrupt their newly adapted teaching formats). Thank you for your consideration and for all 

that you are doing to continue to educate our children.  
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Oct. 20, 20 -- 12:06: PM Melissa Weaver Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea, 

Tucker HS

I thank you in advance for taking the time to review this message. I am writing as a cancer survivor 

with multiple pre-existing health conditions, specifically related to heart and lung organs, and a 

mother of a Henrico County HS student. Although my thoughts are strictly of a personal nature, I 

also bring to the table experience as it relates to the mental health profession. I am want to thank 

the School Board for their unwavering dedication and thoroughness during this most 

unprecedented time. My family is not unique. We are a part of a growing group of families that are 

attempting to balance risk of life and educational needs. I fully appreciate the need for human 

connection, in person educational instruction, and a return to what we perceive to be “normal.” I 

also fully appreciate the unimaginable grief and suffering of those families who have experienced 

COVID first hand. In sending my daughter to in person educational learning, I will place my life at 

significant risk. If others return to school and I am faced with the challenge of making the very 

difficult decision to create a sense of difference within my child, I must deal with the potential 

emotional impact. I battled cancer for over two years when my daughter was just 7. This battle 

created for a sense of isolation and difference for my family. We once again are facing this same 

challenge as we navigate this new world with COVID. In addition to the needs of my family, my 

concern lies in the added responsibility of teachers in not only classroom instruction, but ensuring 

for the safety of both students and their families. I fear that we will either loose teachers who are 

understandably fearful of classroom instruction or the focus will shift from learning to COVID 

protection. Finally, I am concerned about the additional stress and responsibility placed on students 

especially those students who have immune compromised family members or themselves are at 

high risk. I understand that there are many many sides to this challenge and that the concerns I 

have presented are just a portion. I appreciate the thoughtfulness and thoroughness you will put 

into this decision and I thank you for your time.

Oct. 20, 20 -- 12:26: PM Tina Reynolds Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

A return to in-school learning right before the Thanksgiving and winter breaks puts teachers and 

students at a higher risk of contracting COVID 19. Families will be gathering for the holidays and 

the potential for COVID exposure increases. If we return to school for the third nine weeks, then 

there will be the three week period after the holidays for staff and students to still be at home if they 

do become ill. The second nine weeks also happens during the Fall and Winter seasons when the 

flu seems to be more prevalent. This is an especially important factor to consider for the PK, 

Kindergarten, and 1rst grade teachers who are exposed to a multitude of germs! I would more fully 

support a return to in-person learning for the third nine weeks.
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Oct. 20, 20 -- 2:03: PM Lindsay Andiola Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I have two primary comments about getting our Henrico students back into school.  (1) Of the 3 

models that have been proposed to families the 2 day a week model is not only likely the hardest to 

actually implement (how can one teacher properly plan 2 forms of learning - in class and virtual), it 

is also the model that is likely to induce the most opportunity for community spread. This is 

particularly the case for working parents who decide to send their children back in this model 

because they likely will have to find alternative care for those 3 others days when their children are 

not in school. This means that those children are going to be interacting with at least 2 distinct 

groups of children, likely across different schools. The learning environment my child is in now has 

explicitly stated that they will not support this model because it creates too many possible 

interconnections between children. The model that is likely to limit interactions most is the 4 day a 

week model in which children are in the same primary learning environment 4 days with the same 

children and same teacher, the 5 day a week model also is less likely to result in substantial 

interactions with other children. Importantly, this model also is likely to be the least burdensome on 

teachers and parents if they either opt for in person teaching or virtual teaching and then stick that 

out for the remaining portion of the year, ahving to do both or some hyrbid of the two is extremely 

burdensome on the childred, the teachers and the parents.  (2) Throughout all the surveys and 

since the beginning of the discussions of bringing children back into school, there has never been 

any mention of doing this is cohorts or waves similar to Chesterfield and many other counties 

approaches. I think we are all aware that some students are more vulnerable in this virtual learning 

environment especially those with unique learning needs and the youngest groups of students 

those in pre-K through second grade. I might argue students in 6th grade and 9th grade are likely 

also more challenged given the drastic changes in their learning environment and schedules. I 

strongly urge the county to not take a one-size fits all approach in this decision. To make decisions 

that are both logical and necessary for the next 9 weeks and continue a plan to progress to more 

student learning as each cohort has been added and settles in.  
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Oct. 20, 20 -- 2:08: PM Taylor Winslow Fairfield District - 

Roscoe D. Cooper, III

Hello. My name is Taylor Winslow and I am proud to be the Librarian at Laburnum Elementary 

School in the Fairfield District. I am also very proud of what the faculty at my school has 

accomplished so far this year in the virtual setting. I urge you to listen to the parents of Henrico 

students who completed the survey, the majority of which would prefer to have students remain at 

home for the next nine weeks. I’d also like to provide insight into the deep frustration I felt at the 

faculty survey, which was not emailed to all staff, and which also failed to outline the three different 

scenarios the families were given. While I am part of the roughly 25% of educators unwilling to 

return under current Covid conditions without an available vaccine, I know that many educators 

who are willing to return to remain employed, do not wish to do so at this time. The faculty survey 

pushed us to give extreme answers. Please remember and give significance to the 25% of us who 

are not comfortable moving forward to in-person learning at this time. We are certainly a minority, 

but with schools as stretched as thin as they are, no teacher and no child is expendable. Thank you 

for your consideration and advocacy.

Oct. 20, 20 -- 2:25: PM Jeff Dowdy Teacher Several weeks ago numbers were looking much better.... We could return "mostly safe" but I am 

confident the quality of experience for my students would be sacrificed. On screen, I can see them 

smile, sigh, laugh, roll their eyes, I can see them enjoying class. My question is not would be safe, 

instead; is it necessary and worth losing connection and guaranteed safety of virtual learning.   

Oct. 20, 20 -- 4:36: PM Elizabeth Prendergast Varina District - Alicia 

S. Atkins

This pandemic is in no way under control in our country. It is irresponsible to put students, staff, and 

families at more risk as we move not only into cold and flu season but into the season of holidays 

and travel. We have seen people handle the seriousness of this virus in many ways, and there are 

too many variables to make a decision to increase in-person learning. We know virtual learning 

poses unforeseen challenges, but moving to in-person or hybrid does not make those challenges 

easier, it increases the level of challenge for staff as they have to plan doubly for in-person as well 

as virtual and it will not be a normal classroom environment. There is no way to social distance in 

our schools with the number of staff and students. Trying to readjust to another new way of learning 

will push us behind as did the first couple weeks adjusting to virtual. Now that we are settling in with 

virtual, we need to continue as it is still the safest option given the circumstances. We cannot trust 

that every student and family will be conducting themselves safely outside of school therefore we 

cannot account for the risk each person will be bringing with them into the school building. Cases 

are steadily rising and returning in person to school pretending that circumstances are normal will 

not fix the situation.

Oct. 20, 20 -- 4:48: PM jeanne teagle Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Are Henrico County Schools following the latest CDC Guidelines, when it comes to Air Ventilation 

and whatever solution they intend to use,  in terms of providing complete Air Exchange and 

cleansing the air in classrooms, cafeterias or clinics -- at least every 15 minutes?  
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Oct. 20, 20 -- 5:56: PM Nona Massengill Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I urge HCPS to consider give students who wish to return to in-person learning that opportunity. As 

the parent of a HS Junior, who is motivated and has had a wonderful experience in HS pre-COVID, 

I am concerned about the impact on learning in a key year - with many AP classes and a leadership 

class that are all significantly affected. We absolutely appreciate the hard work and organization of 

HCPS last spring and this fall. However, my son has had more difficulty learning the materials in a 

virtual forum. I worry this could affect not just grades but, more importantly, college preparedness. 

Social and emotional health are another factor. Many businesses, health care providers, and other 

organizations in Henrico and nearby localities (and other schools) have offered flexibility to patrons 

and "stakeholders," and I have been grateful that I have had the opportunity to return to my 

workplace (with careful protocols and flexibility for people in different situations). Please consider 

an in-person option!

Oct. 20, 20 -- 6:19: PM Sally R Burgess Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I would like to request the detailed results of the functional performance testing for each air 

handling unit as well as all corrective actions taken on HVAC units at every school. In short the 

report card on HVAC requested by Rev. Cooper. My question is will teachers, staff, and students 

be required to occupy rooms in which HVAC is inoperable? Will teachers and students be moved?  
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Oct. 20, 20 -- 6:25: PM Gabrielle Harris Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

Hello,  My name is Gabrielle Harris, and I am currently a student at Glen Allen High School. I’m 

writing this comment in support of the Diversify Our Narrative petition.  Diversify Our Narrative is a 

national student-led grassroots organization working to diversify high school education primarily 

through English curriculum. We have obtained over 750 signatures from HCPS parents, students, 

teachers, and alumni. Along with requesting a more diverse English curriculum, we are also asking 

that a Cultural Sensitivity Training Course be implemented for all Henrico County Middle and High 

School students. We hope we have your support in our efforts in making Henrico County a place of 

inclusivity where all students are represented in their education.   I stand in support of this because 

in my high school English classes, I’ve never been taught a book by an author of color or a book 

that centers a story of a person of color. As a young Black woman in predominantly white schools, 

I’ve always looked to stories by Black authors to find people (characters) that I can relate to. In 

school, I’ve always had to seek those stories out because I was never taught them. In English 

classes, I have been made to read stories by white authors that center stories of white characters 

and find universal themes in them. It’s not only important for me to have the opportunity to find 

universal truths in books by people of color with characters of color but for all students to. All 

students should have the opportunity to see themselves reflected in the literature taught in their 

English classes. In order to create a more supportive community across the county, it is essential 

for students to understand their peers cultural backgrounds and the influences that make them who 

they are. This will allow students to interact with each other with more empathy and understanding.  

For these reasons, I urge you to take action and support this petition in mandating these requests.  

Oct. 20, 20 -- 6:54: PM Courtney Johnson Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

I’m 29 weeks pregnant and a school nurse. How can I be safe ? And take the appropriate flma for 

the baby.

Oct. 20, 20 -- 7:05: PM Meya Seymour Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

I’m a student at Henrico High School at The Center for the Arts. I personally cannot do this again. I 

am about to out myself but I have done very poorly on the majority of my tests and quizzes and I 

don’t think that it is really my fault. I am normally an A student but I am struggling and while I can’t 

speak for other families my brother has been struggling just as much as me in a different school 

and program...he is in the gifted program and failing classes for the first time . I would just like to 

have a choice, I completely understand others who don’t feel comfortable going back but I 

personally have to go back. I know that personally I am not learning and if it is expected of me to 

pass finals at the end of the year I need to be in person. So, all I am asking is for it to be an option 

for families to decide whether or not to go in person because I know personally my family and I 

would learn so much more than I am now. I am not getting an education the way we are now.
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Oct. 20, 20 -- 7:16: PM Brooke Henderson Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I echo the comments of those advocating for families to have a choice of an in- person return to 

school as soon as possible. Additionally, however, I urge you to especially consider our children 

with special needs and our youngest learners, who are most at a disadvantage with a fully virtual 

learning model. Please consider how you may be able to bring those children back in the schools 

while allowing older children, who are better equipped to handle the technological as well as 

social/emotional aspects of virtual learning, to stay home and continue virtually if it is not possible 

to give all an in person option. I noted your survey results did not show a breakdown between 

parents of elementary aged students desiring an in person return v. middle and high school 

students and I would be curious to see any disparities that may illustrate. I believe that Henrico 

County is fully capable of figuring out a way to balance the competing needs in this situation and 

allow parents to choose in person learning for the second nine weeks. Needs of teachers can be 

likewise balanced, with those needing an accommodation being allowed to continue virtually 

alongside those students who opt to continue learning virtually. It may not be perfect, but neither is 

what we are doing, and I believe it is currently doing more harm than good for many.

Oct. 20, 20 -- 7:46: PM Lucy Rimington Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I appreciate and recognize the endless efforts of the board, school administration and teachers. 

This is an enormous task. I am the mother of a Kindergartener of a Tuckahoe ES, and am a 

Licensed Professional Counselor, providing mental health therapy to children, adolescents and 

adults. I have significant concerns about our youngest learners continuing in a solely virtual format. 

The virtual program has been executed very well by Tuckahoe, but it has limitations for the young 

children. Virtual learning increases the risk of mental health disorders significantly by creating 

isolation during an incredibly important developmental window- in addition to increasing the risk of 

long term problems with technology addiction. IPADS are simply not appropriate tools for 5 and 6 

year olds, there is a large body of research to support this. I believe families with resources will 

continue to leave the county, and others will be left behind. The problems with educational disparity 

will widen in this environment.   I hope Henrico will offer students, especially our youngest learners, 

the opportunity to return to the classroom in person.  
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Oct. 20, 20 -- 7:48: PM Jessica Taylor Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella, 

Henrico High School 

Teacher

I think the best choice for the next 9 weeks is to remain virtual. I have begun to make connections 

with my students that I feel will be disrupted if we return at this time. I will go from being someone 

who can be someone they trust and feel close to online to someone who is constantly evaluating 

their health, enforcing mask wearing and making them stay in their seat and away from each other. 

I have also had to break up a fight in my classroom last year. What is the plan for that situation? 

Right now I have been told that as long as I am only close to any child for less than 15 minutes I will 

be fine. I do not feel safe with this.   We are also seeing an increase in cases as well as heading 

into flu season and the holidays when students will be seeing family members and coming into 

contact with people who could die from the continued spread of this virus.   Please keep all of us 

safe and don’t disrupt the progress we have made so far.   Thank you.

Oct. 20, 20 -- 7:54: PM Carolyn Brosnihan Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

I am a parent of 3 children who attend Kaechele Elementary (1st, 2nd, and 4th grades). My middle 

son is struggling with virtual school, and so I understand the desire to get back to in person 

learning. I know that even if he is sitting in front of a computer in a classroom, he will do better with 

school than he would at home for virtual learning. That being said, I do not believe that Henrico 

County is ready to move to in person learning. When I reached out with concerns about the 

questionnaire a few weeks ago, I had several questions asking about what virtual school would look 

like, what in person school would look like, what the protocols would be within the school if we went 

back to school, whether teachers would be required to teach both in person and virtual students 

virtually. The response I received from the county was basically - “We are still figuring those things 

out.” It is impossible to understand how the county is expecting to make this decision and send kids 

back by November 16, if these decisions are still being made. The county should be taking this 

data and using it to make a plan for the return to school in January, so that they have enough time 

to plan for the transition, effectively communicate any possible changes in teachers, etc. Making a 

decision to go back to school on November 16, is simply too soon.
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Oct. 20, 20 -- 8:05: PM Anonymous Teacher Varina District - Alicia 

S. Atkins

I have been a teacher in the eastern part of Henrico and Richmond City for the past 19 years. 

While I have been listening to the many comments and opinions of staff and parents about the 

possibility of a return to in-person learning, there is one area that I feel has been neglected in the 

conversation - The "Opportunity Gap". It is widening as we speak because equity is impossible in 

the virtual format. We can say learning is equitable because we gave every student a Chromebook 

and hotspot, but that's far from the truth.  I understand the health and safety concerns that many 

have about bringing our students back to school but I am equally, if not more so, concerned about 

the consequences of us not giving them the option. I have listened to teachers and parents say that 

virtual learning is going very well, but guess what? These are not the voices of parents of our under-

privileged populations. In my experience, teachers have been doing everything in their power to 

reach students virtually, but it's not nearly enough. Many students are not able to access the 

lessons due to lack of adult support and/or poor internet connection,   Not only are our students are 

falling farther and farther behind academically, but I fear that some are experiencing higher levels 

of trauma than ever before. School is a safe place for many of our students and we are keeping 

them from it in the name of "keeping them safe".   Thank you for taking ALL of our students in 

consideration as you make the decision for the next nine-weeks.

Oct. 20, 20 -- 8:08: PM Hilda Diaz Varina District - Alicia 

S. Atkins

For my family continuing virtual is the best choice due to having a family member in the high risk 

category. I believe that the benefits don’t outweigh the risks. Although virtual requires more screen 

time it is safer for everyone. I understand that younger students benefit more from face-to-face 

environment rather than virtual and perhaps HCPS should consider that as an alternative, start with 

a school level at a time. However; we are members of a community. We can’t forget about the 

teachers.  I believe it feels rushed to go back now, especially with VA COVID numbers trending up 

plus adding flu season to the mix.   Also, what is the plan regarding transportation? Are the school 

buses going to be dedicated. Pre COVID, school buses got students to all the school levels. It is 

just not what each school does in its premises, the buses will become super spreaders, even with 

sanitizing procedures it will complicate contact tracing.  

Oct. 20, 20 -- 8:43: PM Amanda Williams Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella

My children are struggling with virtual learning. Every single day one or both of my boys have a full 

on meltdown in front of me. This is heartbreaking as a parent and former teacher to see my children 

emotionally struggling like this. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE give parents the opportunity to 

CHOOSE what education is BEST for THEIR children. I understand some teachers do not feel 

comfortable returning that is ok, let them continue to teach virtually. I understand some children are 

doing well and like virtual that’s ok too let them continue to do virtual. But, also give families like 

mine the choice to come back to school to get the best overall education that they DESERVE!!! 

Thank you for reading these comments and for giving parents back the choice for their children.
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Oct. 20, 20 -- 9:16: PM Nicole Schaefer Tuckahoe District - 

Marcie F. Shea

I hope the board will continue with virtual for the second nine weeks. My two main reasons for this 

recommendation are:   1- Teachers and students have worked so hard to settle into virtual and it 

would be very detrimental to continuous learning to switch to in person and then have to bounce 

back and forth between virtual and in person as positive cases are a given and will close down 

classrooms or even schools.  2- The health metrics that lead to the decision to go primarily virtual 

for the first nine weeks are very similar to the current health metrics. Thus, if it was that concerning 

at the start of the new school year it should be as equally concerning now.  I know everyone wants 

to get back to normal and I know this is very difficult for a lot of people. However, we should 

remember that virtual has been overwhelmingly positive for many students and at the end of the 

day of health of our community, country and globe must the our highest priority. 

Oct. 20, 20 -- 9:29: PM Carolyn Brosnihan Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

I am a parent of 3 children who attend Kaechele Elementary (1st, 2nd, and 4th grades). My middle 

son is struggling with virtual school, and so I understand the desire to get back to in person 

learning. I know that even if he is sitting in front of a computer in a classroom, he will do better with 

school than he would at home for virtual learning. That being said, I do not believe that Henrico 

County is ready to move to in person learning. When I reached out with concerns about the 

questionnaire a few weeks ago, I had several questions asking about what virtual school would look 

like, what in person school would look like, what the protocols would be within the school if we went 

back to school, whether teachers would be required to teach both in person and virtual students 

virtually. The response I received from the county was basically - “We are still figuring those things 

out.” It is impossible to understand how the county is expecting to make this decision and send kids 

back by November 16, if these decisions are still being made. The county should be taking this 

data and using it to make a plan for the return to school in January, so that they have enough time 

to plan for the transition, effectively communicate any possible changes in teachers, etc. Making a 

decision to go back to school on November 16, is simply too soon.
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Oct. 20, 20 -- 9:32: PM Marlene Sherlock Brookland District - 

Kristi B. Kinsella, 

Fairfield District - 

Roscoe D. Cooper, III, 

Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn, 

Live in Fairfield, 

students in Brookland 

and Three Chopt 

district schools

Give parents the choice to send their kids back in person. Many teachers are willing to come back 

and while I sympathize with those who can't (or won't)....think on how many parents didn't have the 

choice to NOT return to work: many of them civil servants too: police and fire but also our trash 

collectors, waste and water-treatment plant operators, and social workers but also the grocery store 

clerks and stock people, the delivery drivers, and day care workers. They've all been doing THEIR 

jobs since this whole mess started.  If you do not give us a choice to return to in-person instruction:  

(1) CALL OFF THE ENTIRE YEAR so we don't go through this every nine weeks. Bite the Bullet 

and just do it. The VA Community College system has already done so. The constant bone of hope 

followed by the chaos of a late decision helps no one.  (2) DON'T EVER CALL FOR A SNOW DAY 

when and if you ever get the kids back in school.  (3) SET BETTER AND HIGHER 

EXPECTATIONS FOR TEACHERS. Just 15 minutes of teacher-lead "whole-group instruction" for 

middle school and only 5 (!!) minutes of a guaranteed teacher-lead activity for high schoolers (and 

that's a review/exit activity) is woefully inadequate. Some have really embraced the challenge, 

thankfully ignoring your "adjusted" bell schedules and are doing OK; others, however, pop in for a 

quick attendance/warm-up activity....then pass the kids off to some other virtual site asking only for 

some (usually lame) "exit ticket" activity to be completed by 11:59pm. We should not be spending 

more than a half-billion (with a B) dollars to have our "teachers" merely post suggested websites 

and activities. It doesn't decrease screen-time and it definitely does not replace LIVE instruction. If 

you have not popped in on a classroom link, there's no time like the present for you to see what's 

actually going on (or not) in a wide-variety of classrooms across the division.  (4) Finally, DO NOT 

ASK FOR SOL OR ACCREDITATION WAIVERS. You think you can do it virtually....then prove it. 

Let's see what those skill based tests show for your efforts. Plenty of other school systems are 

figuring it out. If HCPS can't....that doesn't say much for YOUR leadership or your ability to teach 

our kids how to deal with adversity.  Give us a choice. Get our kids back in school.  

Oct. 21, 20 -- 6:42: AM Crystal M Corker Corker Hanover I think all students should go back. As long as you take the precautions. Other places are reopened 

taking safety measures and whether its 4 days a week or 3 days a week with one day closed for 

cleaning and planning thats still a good start. Noone should be denied of an education illnessed are 

all around and as long as we follow safety measures we will be ok!!

Oct. 21, 20 -- 7:41: AM Jennifer Onusconich Three Chopt District - 

Michelle F. Ogburn

I believe it is important for parents to be given a choice whether to send THEIR OWN children back 

to school in person. My children are struggling with not going to school (having a hard time focusing 

at home), not seeing their teachers, and not seeing their friends! If teachers are willing to come 

back we, as partents, should be given the choice! I know what is best for my kids!!!
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